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BEEF, NET CONTINUED,
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
993
Jno.
T.
Blanks.
994 COFFEE AND CORN.
COFFEE. (Must be milled, sound and clean, of
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
COFFEE AND CORN. 1)95
good quality, and delivered in strong double sacks.)
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
Jos.
J.
O'Donohue,
jr.
996 CORN, CORN MEAL, AND FEED.
CORN
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
,CORN MEAL, AND PEED.
Continued.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
997
S.
C.
Shelton.
998 FLOUR.
FLOUR. (Must be what is known as
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
|
FLOUR. 999
''
straight, full stock," of good sound wheat.)
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
t
-
\
j
4
4
'
(
|
1
1000 FLOUR CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
i
FLOUR CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1001
1
:''"!
'.
^
t
1002 FLOUR CONTINUED.
[XoTE. Figures in large type denote the
FLOUR CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1003
i
p
^
4
<
1004 FLOtTR CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
FLOUR CONTINUED.
rates at which eontracts have been awarded.]
1005
1006 FLOUR CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
\
ft
1
2
:;
4
B
6
7
B
!t
10
11
12
111
1
11
ir.
Hi
17
is
u
29
l\
22
28
24
25
jt;
27
28
28
28
80
31
82
83
84
98
N
a?
3K
an
40
41
42
n
44
16
4fi
47
4*
40
BO
FLOUR CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts hare been awarded.]
1007
Stephen
F.
Oilman.
L008 FLOUR CONTINUED.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the
FLOUR CONTIN UED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1009
Cassius
C.
Gise.
1010 FLOUR CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
FLOUR CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.
1011
Asel
Kyes.
1012 FLOUR CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
|
FLOUR CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1013
Samuel
C.
Shelton.
1014 HARD BREAD, HOMINY, LARD, MESS PORK, AXD OAT MEAL.
HARD BREAD. (Must be the beat quality
[NOTE-Figures in large type denote the
Points of delivery.
Pounds. Pounds.
Iowa.. 95,000 04
'
Mo- - 95
<
80 95,800 3.50
95
'
800 ....039
HOMINY. (Must bo of good mer
.Idaho.. 1,500
. ....
-
- -111- - 45, 180 45,430
KansasCity Mo.. 45,180 1.36
Omaha or Kansas City Mo.. 45,180
Omaha Nebr.. 4,000
St. Louis Mo.. 45,160
Albuquerque N. Mex. . 1, 000
Santa Fe School N. Mex. . 1, 000
LARD. (Must be " prime steam," in tin
in Chicago Ill-- 30,825
15 St. Paul... .-.: Minn.. 31,000 .H.OOO
Kansas City Mo.. 30,000
18, 925
Genoa Nebr
Omaha Nebr . . 30, 825
8,800
!
1
Albun uerque N. Mex . . 500
500
i
Santa Fe School N.Mex.. 500 '. ! I
500
MESS PORK. (Must be well preserved, sound and sweet,
Barrels. Barrels.
Chicago 111.. 549 /544
479
Omaha Nebr.. 549
65
Kansas City Mo. . 5 I I
OAT MEAL.
Pounds. Pounds.
BlACfcfcot Idaho. . 500
111.. 15,700 Hi 000
Kansas City Mo.. 15,700 2.67Om ha or Kansas City Mo.. 15 700
st !' >a Mo. . 15', 700
Ulli:i l 1!i Nebr.. 2 500
Fort Stanton N Mex
Santa FeScbool
~N'M<X
'i r~"i
a In fi
-pound this. ,
b In ID pound tii.8.
c lu 40 or 50 pound tins.
d In 5 or 10 pound tins.
HARD BREAD, HOMINY, LARD, MESS PORK, AND OAT MEAL. 1015
-
nsed by the Army, each ready for shipment.)
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1016 OATS.
OATS. (Must be bright and clean, well sacked
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the,
I
1
2
:i
4
D
t;
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
If,
it;
17
is
19
20
21
JJ
23
24
25
2t;
27
2H
2'.t
30
81
32
33
M
38
M
37
38
N
40
41
42
4:5
47
OATS.
and weigh not less than 32 pounds to the bushel.)
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]*
1017
Jno.
G.
McGannon.
1018 RICE AND SALT (COARSE).
RICE. (Must be of good quality, and
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
RICE AND SALT (COARSE). 1019
must be delivered in double bags.)
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1020 SALT, COARSE ^AND FINE.
SALT (COAKSE) Continued.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Nun;!
SALT, COARSE AND FINE.
SALT (COARSE) Continued,
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1021
Isaac
P.
P>aker.
SALT AND SUGAR.
SALT (FINE) Continued.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
]
SALT AND SUGAR.
SALT (FINE) Continued,
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1023
Henry
A.
Koster
1024 TEA AND WHEAT.
TEA. (Must be Oolong, supe-
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
TEA AND WHEAT. 1025
rior to fine trade classification.)
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1026 TRANSPORTATION.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
i
i
2
B
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
18
14
15
u
17
IS
10
20
21
22
215
24
27
2S
20
30
M
82
83
34
85
:s7
M
so
40
41
42
4::
44
45
4ti
47
4X
4!t
50
51
52
53
54
55
EM
57
58
50
50
n
fi2
:;
64
r.r,
66
TRANSPORTATION,
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1027
New York City.
1028 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the
{
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
17
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4fi
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
67
58
59
60
61
62
63
66
a
TRANSPOR TATION CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1029
New York
City.
1030 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
1
1
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
lli
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
62
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1031
Baltimore, Md.
1032 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
|
TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1033
Baltimore,
Md.
1034 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote tha
1
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
y
10
11
12
ia
14
15
10
17
is
19
20
21
22
24
28
26
27
28
29
m
91
32
88
M
H
n
40
41
42
44
45
40
47
4*
4!)
r.i.
r.l
f.2
68
r.4
M
M
r.7
Bl
M
JO
O
02
n
04
00
M
TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1035
Chicago, Til.
1036 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
Number.
TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1037
Chicago, HI.
1038 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
|
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
8
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
3fi
37
to
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
K
59
fin
61
62
63
64
65
TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED,
rates at which contracts have been awarded.]
1039
Kansas City, Mo.
1040 TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large ij'pe denote the
|
1
2
4
8
8
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
IT,
10
17
18
19
20
Si
23
24
25
27
29
BJ
32
83
M
35
37
38
88
40
41
42
41
45
i
(9
60
52
58
r.4
56
r>r,
67
58
58
80
82
88
fit
65
GO
TRANSPORTATION CONTINUED.
rates at Trhich contracts have been awarded.]
1041
Kansas City,
Mo.
1042 BLANKETS, WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS.
Abstract of proposals received and contracts airardcd in A^N- York Citii under
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have bcnn a\\ ;M dnl ;
BLANKETS. WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS, 1043
advertisement of -April 2, 1891) for furnishing supplies, etc., for the Indian service.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
i
1044 WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS CONTINUED. 1045
awards were made on comparison of samples whicli accompanied bids.]
1046 WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been
Number.
WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS CONTINUED. 1047
awarded; awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1048 WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
WOOLEN AND KNIT GOODS CONTINUED. 1049
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
(
William
W.
Foulkrod.
1050 COTTON GOODS.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded j
COTTON GOODS.
awards "were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1051
Richard
Lindner.
1052 COTTON GOODS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
1 {"
COTTON GOODS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bida.J
1053
1054 COTTON GOODS CONTINUED.
[XoTB. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
1
11
12
13
14
15
18
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
3
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
COTTON GOODS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1055
Joa.
p.
Wilson.
COTTON GOODS CONTINUED.
[NOTE.-Figures in large type denote
the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
COTTON GOODS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1057
1Q58 CLOTHING.
f N'OTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awardedj
CLOTHING. 1059
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Henry
F.
Wallack.
1060 CLOTHING CONTINUED.
[XOTE. figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded)
awards
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
were imide on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.] ,
1061
: 9
1062 CLOTHING CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
CLOTHIN G ^CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1063
M
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
,. tin- r<l'-s al which contracts liave been awarded;
[NoiK Figures in 1:"M*' '> I"
*
_._
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
awards wore made in comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
ior,5
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
[Xo-i-K. Fi-jun-s in lar-t' type denote tlie, rates at wliirli contracts have br-oii snvjmlwd;
CLOTHING CO NTINUED. 1067
were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
z
Loth.
!
1068 CLOTHING CONTINUE.
[
\m K. Kijjiiivs in lar^f tvpf denote the rates at which rontruets liave been a
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
awards Trere made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1069
Alfred
Seasongood.
1070 CLOTHING CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rate at which contracts have been awarded
Number.
|
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1071
':.
1072 CLOTHING
CONTINUED.
-Figures in larpe type denote the rates at
which contracts have been awarded;
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
awards tvere made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1073
43
1074 CLOTHING-CONTINUED.
oTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
.Number.
CLOTHING CONTINUED.
awards were made oir comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1075
Isaac
A.
Oppenheimer.
1076 CLOTHING CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Ifi
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
20
2fi
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
3:,
38
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4H
47
4S
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
CLOTHING CONTINUED,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1077
Isaac
A.
Oppenheimer.
1078 BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC.
iE.
-Figures in large typo dmotr tin- rates at which coiitn'rt.s liave been awarded;
i
BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC. 1079
awards were made oil comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Chas.
W.
Terhune.
1()80 BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC. CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts Itavo been awarded;
BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC. CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1081
Chas.
W.
Terhune.
1082 BOOTS AND SHOES, ETC. CONTINUED.
in Hi-o type .lenotr the rates at which contracts have boon awarded; awards were
made <>n comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
t
*
2
3
4
5
6
7
K
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
ly
2U
L'l
22
23
M
25
20
27
28
29
89
:n
82
33
34
35
36
37
3*
39
4U
41
42
43
44
45
46
HATS AND CAPS. 1083
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote tho rates at which eoutiwits have been awarded; awards
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1084 NOTIONS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have heeii awarded
'i
fc
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
L
NOTIONS. 1085
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Valentine
Stortz.
108g NOTIONS CONTINUED.
[
VOTF
-Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded;
NOTIONS CONTINUED. 1087
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Uriah
G.
Fox.
1088 NOTIONS CONTINUED.
in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded
NOTIONS CONTINUED. 1089
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1Q90 NOTIONS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts hare been awarded?
NOTIONS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1091
NOTIONS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
Number.
|
NOTIONS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1093
Jos.
D.
Wilson.
1<)!H GROCERIES.
[NoTK. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded}
1
ft
1
i
a
4
5
G
7
8
9
10
11
B
13
14
10
it;
17
18
19
JU
Jl
83
23
Jl
86
89
27
88
89
80
31
HI
88
34
88
36
a;
18
ay
40
41
4'J
4lf
44
46
GROCERIES.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1095
Wm.
S.
Buchanan.
JQ96 GROCERIES CONTINUED.
[NoTE.-Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded;
GROCERIES CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1097
$
!'
I
1098 CROCKERY AND LAMPS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rate at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples accompanying bids.]
CROCKERY AND LAMPS CONTINUED. 1099
[NoTE.-Figuresin large type denote the rate at which contracts have been awarded- awards weremade on comparison of samples accompanying bids.]
1100 CROCKERY AND LAMPS CONTINUED,
[Nor. Flgurea in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples whicli accompanied bids.]
Number.
i
CROCKERY AND LAMPS CONTINUED. 1101
Figures In large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied hids.]
1102 CROCKERY AND LAMPS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts hare been awarded;
CLASS No. 9.
CBOCKKBT AND LAMPS continued.
Additionalfor training schoolt.
Cups, ironstone:
Coffee i dozen.
Te do..
Dishes, ironstone :
Meat, 12-inch do..
Meat, 15-inch do..
Vegetable, with covers do..
Lamps:
Glass fount, burner and chimney, complete do..
Metal fount, with burner and chimney, complete, side fill, No. 2, sunburner
Glass fount, heavy, with burner and chimney, complete . . . . '. ! .. '. '.'. '. '. '. . . .do . '.'.
Lampwick B for students' lamps, No. 2 <jo
Mugs, ironstone, i-pint II. Idol':!
Pitchers:
Molasses, with covers ^
,jo
Water, ironstone, 4 quarts doz..
Scallop nappies, ironstone:
8t-
Washpitohers, ironstone
Washbowla, ironstone
* Awarded same as on estimate at $4.39.
CROCKERY AND LAMPS CONTINUED.
wards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1103
C.H,Conorr.
FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded
FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE. 1105
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
TJnion
Wire
Mattress
Co.
1106 FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE CONTINUED.
[NOTB. Figures in large type denote
the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
CLASS No. 10.
AND WOODEN WASB continued.
Desks, school, with seats, double :
1 No. 1, for scholars 18 to 21 years old
-
--
No. 2, for scholars 15 to 18 years old
do.
-fo. 3, for scholars 13 to 15 years old
do.
Nb. 4, for scholars 11 to 13 years old
do.
No. 5, for scholars 8 to 11 years old
do.
11 No. 6, for scholars 5 to 7 years old
do.
12
Desks, school, back seats for double:
13 No.l No
15 No. 2 do.
16 ,
17 No. 3 do.
18 j
19 No.4 do.
20
21 Na5 do.
22
Desks, school, with seats, single :
23 No. 1, for scholars 18 to 21 years old No.
24
25 No. 2, for scholars 15 to 18 years old do.
t){t
27 No. 3, for scholars 13 to 15 years old do.
29 No. 4, for scholars 18 to 21 years old do.
30
31 Xo. 5, for scholars 8 to 11 years old --do.
33 No. 6, for scholars 5 to 7 years old do.
34
Desks, school, back seats for single:
35 No.l No.
36
37 No. 2 do.
38
39 No. 3 do.
40
41 No. 4 do.
42
43 No. 5 do.
44
Machines, sewing :
45 Domestic, family, with cover and accessories . . .? No.
46. Domestic, manufacturing, No. 10, with accessories do.
47 Singer's, vibrating shuttle No. 2, with cover and attachments do.
48 Singer's, tailors', with attachments do.
49 Mattresses, double, 6x4 feet, excelsior, cotton top, not less than 45 pounds each,
packed in burlaps, crated, not over 4 in one crate No.!
60
51 Mattresses, single, 6x3 feet, excelsior, cotton top, not less than 35 pounds each,
packed in burlaps, crated, not over 4 in one crate No.
*No award.
FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1107
IT.
S.
School
Ftirniture
Co.
1108 FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE CONTINUED.
I NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
Number.
FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1109
C.
H.
Conover.
1110 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC.
(Nora. Figures In large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
.
|
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC.
wards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1111
j?
<i
1
1112 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED,
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
|
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED. 1113
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bid.]
C.
H.
Conorer.
1114 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC.
CONTINUED.
[NoTE.-Figures iu large type denote
the rate at which contracts have been awarded*
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED. 1115
wards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
11 IH SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
fc
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED. 1117
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
John
M.
GwinnelL
1118 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED.
[NoTE.-Fignres in large type denote the rates at
which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
|
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED. 1119
awards wore made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Jno.
M.
GwinneH.
1120 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts
have been awarded;
Number.
]
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1121
Geo.
W.
HanaelL
1122 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
j
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Fred'k
Maus.
1124 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS -CONTINUED.
[Norn-Figures in large type denote the rates at which
contracts have been awarded ;
Number.
|
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
awards were made ou comparison of samples which accompanied bids.
Peter
C.
Simmon.
11 20 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
i
to
i
a
B
4
5
7
a
y
10
11
L2
18
14
16
16
17
18
1!)
'JO
21
22
23
24
'J
r
,
S
28
29
N
81
3'.'
33
34
85
86
87
88
89
40
41
41!
43
44
4f,
4<;
47
48
49
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1127
Albert
M.
Ross.
1128 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures iu large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1129
J*
1130 WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES.
r -Pi, in laree type denote the rates at which contracts have been
awarded ; awards were
Sade on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
|
WAGON AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED. 1131
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded- awards wue
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
|Number.
1132 WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED.
[NOTE -Figure* in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
!
i
2
8
4
5
G
7
8
9
Itt
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED. 1133
[NOTE. -Figures inlarge type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards *made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1134 WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED.
fNOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1135
*
H
1
1136 WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED.
[Nor*. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
WAGONS AND WAGON FIXTURES CONTINUED,
wards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1137
1138 GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts
have been awarded ;
1
GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1139
Simeon
H.
Crane.
1140 GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
[Nor.-Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded,
1
fe
GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied hids.
1141
6
W
1142 GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
1"
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1143
1
1
1
1144 GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1145
1146 BRASS AND IRON KETTLES, TIN, TINWARE,
ETC.
[NoTE.-Figures in large type denote
the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
fc
BRASS AND IRON KETTLES, TIN, TINWARE, ETC. 1147
iwards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Henry
G.
Cordley.
1148 BRASS AND IRON KETTLES, ETC.-CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
j
i
4
6
6
f
8
9
10
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14
16
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
37
28
29
80
81
32
33
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35
36
87
38
89
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
60
51
52
53
54
55
56
67
58
59
60
61
62
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64
65
BRASS AND IRON KETTLES, ETC. CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1149
Henry Gr.
Cordley.
1150 STOVES, HOLLOWWARE, PIPE,
ETC.
[NoTE.-Figures in large type denote the
rates at which contracts have been awarded j
Number.
1
STOVES, HOLLOWWARE, PIPE, ETC.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1151
Jos. W. Emery
HARDWARE.
NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
Number.
1
HARDWARE,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1153
Chaa.
H.
Conover.
1154 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
FNOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
madeTon comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
\
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M
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M
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n
00
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HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1155
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards weimade on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
a
K
1
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32
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35
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40
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1156 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
r\oTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
@
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
80
31
HARDWARE CONTINUED. llf>7
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
1158 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in largo type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
f.
3
fc
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
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52
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54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
HARDWARE CON TINUED.
awards were ma.le on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1159
r3
a
3 ':
a
11(10 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
fNOTE -Figures in lu-'^tvpe denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were'
loa.lo I.n romparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1HH
[NOTE. 'Figures in- large- type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
z
1162 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been
Number.
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 11G3
awarded; awards were made on comparison of samples accompanying bids.]
Chas.
H.
Conover,
1164 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[ NOTE. Figures 11 tvm- denote
the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
i; on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
\
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HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1165
[Norn-Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards vmade on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
3
fe
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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'I
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1166 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
y,
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5
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K
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HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1167
[NOTE.-Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded- awards weremade on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
1168 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[XorE Figures in large type d;Mnt the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on como.iri.sou of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
a
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HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1169
[NOTE.
--Fig:
|Number.
70 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in largo type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
1
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5
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HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1171
Charles H. Conover.
H72 HARDWARE CONTINUED,
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
rates at which contracts h ave been awarded
1
&
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1173
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
James
W.
Soper.
74 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which
contracts have been awarded;
Number.
]
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1175
Chas.
H.
Conover.
\ 7 Q HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE.-Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts hare been awarded
Number.
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
wards weraraide on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1177
James
W.
Soper.
,','
1 1 7 S HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures iu large type denote the rates at which contracts have been
award ed
<
Number.
|
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1179
Henry
G.
Cordley.
1180 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded:
1
1
1
2
8
4
5
6
7
8
lu
11
12
19
14
15
1C
17
18
iy
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
2SI
30
31
32
33
34
35
m
37
88
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
4G
47
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1181
Valentine
Stortz.
1182 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded,
o
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Ifi
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
2(i
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
16
37
38
39
40
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1183
jNumber.
H 84 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded;
CLASS No. 17.
HARDWARE continued.
Washers, iron : ,,
1 For i-inch bolt
Ds -
For A-inch bolt * <">
3 Foremen bolt <
do.
4 Fori-inch bolt ()
5 For |-inch bolt <jo
6 For 1-inch bolt - (l
Wedges, wood choppers', solid steel, per pound :
7
61ba
71b8
Wire, annealed :
10 No. 12 gauge bs
11 No. 14 gaugo CJ-
12 No. 16 gauge do
13 No. 18 gauge do.
14 No. 20 gauge <fo
15 No. 24 gauge do.
16 No. 35 gauge >.
Wire, brass:
17 No. 6 gauge do.
18 No. 9 gauge do-
No. 12 gauge do.
20 No. 14 gauge do.
21 No. 15 gauge do .
Wire, bright, iron :
22 No. 6 gauge do.
23 No. 7 gauge. do.
24 No. 8 gauge do.
25 No. 9 gauge do
26 No. 10 gauge do.
27 No. 11 gauge do .
28 No. 12 gauge do.
29 No. 14 gauge - do.
No. 16 gauge do
31 No. 18 gauge do.
32 Wire-cloth, for screens, painted sq. ft.
33
Wire, copper:
34 No. 4 gauge Ibs
35 No. 5 gauge -. do .
No. 12 gauge do .
37 No. 16 gauge do.
38 No. 18 gauge do.
No. 20 gauge do.
40
^g-inch i do.
41 Jinch do.
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.
1185
Thomas
A
Harvey.
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1187
Chas. H. Conover.
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at
which contracts have been awarded}
1
fc
HARDWARE CONTINUED,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1189
Valentine
Stortz.
1190 SCHOOL SUPPLIES.
NOTE Ficures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
1
SCHOOL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1191
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded- awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
5
*
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
10
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
20
27
28
2'J
30
31
32
a:<
i',5
no
37
38
39
40
1192 SCHOOL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
[NOTE -Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
1
SCH OOL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1193
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
1194 SCHOOL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
Fi<nirea in laree type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of s:i:npk-,s which accompanied bids.]
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
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12
13
14
15
16
17
18
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24
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27
28
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30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
SCHOOL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1195
[NOTE.-Figures iu large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1196 MEDICAL SUPPLIES.
[NOTB. Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awaided
MEDICAL SUPPLIES.
MEDICINES.
Acetanilid : ounces.. 32O
Acetic, c. p., in 8-ounee bottles do... 47O
Arsenious, in 1-ounce bottles do...
Benzoic, in 4-ounce bottles - do...
Boracic, powdered, in 4-ounce bottles do...
Carbolic, for disinfection, in 1-pound bottles, 95 per cent pounds . . 46O
Carbolic, pure, crystalized, in 4-ounce bottles ounces.. 1,13<
Citric, in 8-ounce bottles do... 3OO
Gallic, in 4-ounce bottles do... 14O
Hydrocyanic, dilute, in 1-ounce g. s. bottles do...
Mxiriatic, c. p., in 4-ounce g. s. bottles do... 46O
Nitric, c. p., in 4-ounce g. s. bottles do...
Phos., U. S. P., in 4-ounce g. s. bottles do... 47O
Salicylic, in 4-ounce bottles or tins do... 28O
Sulphuric, c. p., in 4-ounce g. s. bottles do. . . 33O
Sulphuric, aromatic, U. S. P., in 8-ounce g. s. bottles f do. . . 53O
Tannic, in 8-ouuce bottles do... .-<
Tartaric, in 8-ounce s. m. bottles do... 39O
Alcohol, in 32-ounce bottles, U.S.P bottles.. 1,550
Aluminum and potassium, sulphate of (alum), in 8-ounce bottles ounces . . 1 ,9OO
Ammonium :
Bromideof, in 4-ounce s. m. bottles do... 388
Carbonate of, in 8-ounce bottles do... 770
Chloride of, pulvis, in 8-onnce bottles do... 86O
Amyl, nitrite, in 1-ounce bottles do. . .
Antimony and potassium, tartrate of (tartar emetic) , in 1-ounce bottles, U.S.P . . . do. . . 36
Antipyrine do... 215
Apomprphine, hydrochlorate, in J-ounce bottles do. . . 3
Atropia, sulph., in J-ounoe bottles do. . 3|
Bismuth, subnitrate of, in 2-ounce bottles, U.S.P do... 1,190
Borai, powdered, in 8-ounce bottles do ... *4OO
Bromine, in 1-ounce g. s. bottles do... 58
Calcium:
Chloride, granular do... 19O
Sulphide. In 4-ounce bottles do... 2OO
Capsules, gelatine, empty, assorted, Nos. Oto4 boxes . . 2,32O
Cerate:
Blistering, in 8-ounce tins .". ounces.. 21O
Resin pounds.. 16O
Simple, in 1-pound tins do... 225
Chalk, prepared, in 8-ounce bottles ounce.. 41
Chloral, hydrate of, in 4-ounce g. s. s. m. bottles do. . . 36O
Chlorodyne, in 8-ounce g. s. bottles do. . . 54O
Chloroform, purified, in 8-ounce g. s. bottles do ... 9,260
Cinchonidia, sulphate of do. . . 62O
Cocaine, hydrochlorate, in J-ounce bottles do ... 9
Cocculus indicus do. . . 42O
Cacao butter pounds.. 23
Collodion, in 1-ounce bottles ounces . . 18O
Confection senna, in 1-pound jars pounds. . 38
Copaiba, balsam of, in 8-ounce bottles ounces.. 825
Copper, sulphate of, in 2-ounce bottles do ... 274
Creosote, in 1-ounce g. s. bottlea ...do... 126
MEDICAL SUPPLIES.
Awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1197
Charles
H.
Pleasants.
1198 MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
Fienres in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
I
5
fc
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1199
[NoTE.-Pigures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded- awards weremade on comparison of samples which accompanied bids ]
|Number.
1200
[NOTE.
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
1
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Ifi
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
82
33
34
35
36
37
38
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1201
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded: awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1202 MEDICAL SUPPLIES
CONTINUED.
Ti P .i in lar*e type denote the rates at which contracts
have been awarded ; awards were
made on comparison of .samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
|
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1203
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts .have been awarded
,-
award? were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1204 MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
[Norn-Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded : awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
|
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED. 1205
[Nom Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1206 MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figur, s in large type denote the rates at which contracts
have been awarded;
Number.
|
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1207
Richard
Kny
&
Co.
1208 MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded i
J
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1209
1
fa
B
^
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded i
Number.
1
MEDICAL SUPPLIES CONTINUED,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1211
Noyes
Brothers
and
Cutter.

SUPPLIES
FOR THE
PACIFIC COAST AGENCIES,
AWARDED IN SAN FRANCISCO, OAL., UNDER
ADVERTISEMENT OF MAY 18, 1892.
1214 PROPOSALS RECEIVED AND CONTRACTS AWARDED
Abstract of proposals received and contracts awarded in
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
FOR SUBSISTENCE SUPPLIES^ FOR THE INDIAN SERVICE. 1215
San Francisco, Cal., under advertisement of May 18, 1892.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Henry
Mohr.
GROCERIES.
[ NoTE.-Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded
Number.
i
GROCERIES.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1217
Jacob
Levi,
jr.
1218 CROCKERY AND LAMPS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates
at which contracts have been awarded;
CLASS No. 9.
CEOCKEKY AND LAMPS.
Bowls, ironstone: ,
Quart
Burners, lamp, heavy : .
gj-j ::"::;::::;::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::do:: Si
5 Casters, dinner, metal, or twisted wire frame, with 4 to 6 bottles do .
7 Chambers, with covers, ironstone - do . . 19
Crocks, with covers :
1-gallon
do..
2-gallon
do.
10 3-gallon
-do-
Cups and saucers, ironstone :
11 Coffee.- do -
12 Tea - - do.
Dishes, ironstone:
13 Meat, 20-inch. do..
14 Vegetable, without covers do..
15 Lamp shades, paper, with wire rims
'
...do..
16 Ileavy, glass or metal fount, heavy metal bracket, with burner, chimney, and
reflector, complete doz. 18J
18 Heavy, glass or metal fount, table, not over 12 inches high, metal base, with
burner and chimney, complete doz .
19
20 Student, one burner, with burner, shade, and chimney, complete No. 28
21
Safety, hand, metal, with burner and chimney, complete doz
23
24 Tubular, globe, hanging, with burners, complete No. 35
Lamp chimneys :
25 Sun-burner, No. 0, extra heavy doz . . 4
26 Sun-burner, No. 1, extra heavy do . .
27 Sun-burner, No. 2, extra heavy do. . 172
28 Sun-hinge, No. 1, extra heavy do. .
29 For student lamp do . .
30 Lamp globes, for hanging tubular lamps do. . 11
31
Pitchers, ironstone :
32 Pint do.. 16
33 Water, 2-quart , do.. 33
Plates, ironstone :
34 Breakfast, 8J to 9 inches do. . 92
35 Dinner, 9$ to 10 inches do . . 122
36 Pie, 6J to 7 inches do. . 52
37 Sauce. 4| to 5 inches do.. 94
38 Sonp, 9i to 9J inches do . . 55
39 Tea, 7| to 8 inches ; do.. 1
40 Reflectors, lamp, to match the lamps, 7-inch do. . 17
41 Salt sprinklers, glass do . . 22
42 Tumblers do.. *138
43 "Washbowls and pitchers, ironstone (24 pieces) do. . 12
CROCKERY AND LAMPS.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
121!)
Richard
B.
Dallam.
'
>
.
1220 1TRMTUEE AND WOODEN WARE.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote
the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
1
FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.)
1221
1
w
s
1222 FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE CONTINUED.
^
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
FURNITURE AND WOODEN WARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1223
d
1224 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC.
[NOTE.- Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
1Number.
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1225
rt-
'1
03
6
1226 SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have bee;a awarded ;
Number.
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER ETC. CONTINUED. 1227
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
4a
a
P
03
1228 SADDLES, HARNESS,* LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED.
[Norn. Figures in large type denote the rates at which
contracts have been awarded;
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
40
47
48
40
50
51
52
53
54
55
5-J
57
58
5!)
50
61
62
63
64
65
66
SADDLES, HARNESS, LEATHER, ETC. CONTINUED. 1229
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
A.A.VanVor-
his & Co.
1230 AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the
rates at which contracts have been awarded j
1
fe
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS. 1231
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
a
9
1-3
1 '2:\'2 ACJKK TLTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
[XoTK. Figures in large type denote the rates at which
contracts have been awarded;
CLASS No. 12.
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS Continued.
AGRICULTURAL IMPLEMENTS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids. J
1233
1
1
H
a
1234 GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ;
1
GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.l
1235
Saul
Magner.
1236 GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
1
GLASS, OILS, AND PAINTS CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1237
Richard
B.
Dallam.
1238 BRASS AND IRON KETTLES, TIN, TINWARE, ETC.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have heen awarded;
Number.
[
BRASS AflD IRON KETTLiES, TIN, TINWARE, ETC. 1239
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Alonzo
A.
Watkins.
1240 BRASS AND IRON KETTLES,- ETC. CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been warded i
Number.
BRASS AND IRON KETTLES, ETC. CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1241
A.
A.
Watlsina.
1242 STOVES, HOLLOW WARE, PIPE, ETC.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at \vhich contracts have been awarded;
CLASS No. 16.
STOVES, HOLLOW WARE, PIPE, ETC.
Caldron, iron, portable, with furnace:
20 gallons actual capacity No .
40 gallons actual capacity do.
90 gallons actual capacity do .
Coal-scuttles, 16-inch, galvanized do .
Drums, for heating-stoves, 6-inch do .
Elbows,t stove-pipe, 4 pieces, No. 26 iron, packed in cases:
Size5-iuch do..
Size 6-inch do.
Size 7-inch do..
Ovens, Dutch, cast-iron, deep pattern, 12 inches diameter inside, crated do..
Pipe, stove, No. 26 iron, cut, punched, and formed to shape, not riveted; nested in
bundles, with necessary rivets, crated :
5-inch joints.
6-inch do.
7-inch do.
Polish, stove gross.
Shovels, fire, long handle No.
Stoves, box, heating, wood :
24 inches long, to weigh not less than 110 pounds do.
27 inches long, to weigh not less than 130 pounds do.
32 inches long, to weigh not less than 145 pounds do.
37 inches long, to weigh not less than 190 pounds do.
Stoves,* cooking, with iron and tin, or wrought steel and tin furniture, complete:
Coal, 7-inch ; ovens not less than 16 x 16 x 10 inches ; to weigh not less than 200
pounds without furniture No .
Coal, 8-inch; ovens not less than 18 x 18 x 11 inches; to weigh not less than 240
pounds without furniture No. .
"Wood, 6-inch ; length of wood 20 inches ; oven not less than 14 x 16 x 11 inches ;
to weigh not less than 180 pounds without furniture No. .
"Wood, 7-inch; length of wood 22 inches; oven not less than 14 x 18 x 12 inches;
,to weigh not less than 225 pounds without furniture No . .
Wood, 8-inch ; length of wood 24 inches ; oven not less than 19 x 20 x 13 inches ;
to weigh not less than 270 pounds without furniture No..
"Wood, 9-inch ; length of wood 26 inches ; oven not less than 21 x 22 x 14 inches ;
to weigh not less than 310 pounds without furniture Nio .
Stove, heating:
Coal, 14-inch cylinder, to weigh not less than 135 pounds ..do.
Coal, 16-inch cylinder, to weigh not less than 175 pounds do.
Wood, sheet-iron, 32-inch, with outside rods do.,
Wood, sheet-iron, 37-inch, with outside rods do.
Coal, large size, 22-inch cylinder, to weigh not less than 375 pounds do .
Combined coal and wood, 22 inches diameter, 24-inch heavy steel drum, to weigh
not less than 286 pounds No.
NOTE. Bidders are also requested to quote prices for stoves crated.
t Bids for corrugated elbows and patent pipe will also be considered.
* Furniture for 8-inoh cook-stove tg consist of the following, viz : 1 iron or steel pot and cover, 1iron or steel kettle and cover, 1 iron or steel spider, 1 tin steamer and cover; 1 wash-boiler and cover,
flat copper bottom, 21 x 11 x 13 inches, iron drop-handles, riveted; 1 coffee-boiler, 6-quart, flat copper
bottom; 1 tin tea-kettle, copper bottom, 8-inch; 1 tin water-dipper, 2-quart; 2 square tin pans, 8$ x 12,
1 round pan, stamped each 1 and 3 quart; 2 iron or steel dripping-pans, 12 x 16 inches, seamless.
Furniture for other sizes of cook-stoves to be in proportion. All tin furniture to be made of IX tin.E
th
h 8t Ve mU3
^
be acoomPanied by a J int of Pi?6. on(> end of which must fit the pipe-collar and the
STOVES, HOLLOW WARE, PIPE, ETC
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1243
Kich'dB.DaUam.
1244 HARDWARE.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have heen awarded;
1
fc
1
2
B
4
5
1
7
8
5>
10
11
12
18
14
15
10
17
18
1!)
20
21
22
28
24
25
2(i
27
28
29
80
m
22
88
84
86
>,6
37
88
:ii)
40
41
42
4r!
44
45
4t;
47
48
49
50
51
52
5H
54
55
HARDWARE.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1245
James
Carolan.
\ -24 (] HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NoTB. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
CLASS No. 17.
HARDWARE continued.
Belting, rubber:
3.ply, 8-inch feet.
4-ply, 6-inch do..
4-ply, 8-inch do..
4-ply, 12-inch do..
Bits, auger, c.s., Jennings' pattern, extension lip :
i-inch doz..
/g-inch do..
g-inch do..
/g-inch do. .
i-inch do..
^-inch do . .
g-inch do..
}B-inch do . .
|-inch - do..
H-inch do..
{-inch
'
do..
1-inch ...do..
Bits, twist drill, for metal:
For brace, square shank, assorted, ^ to inch by 32ds sets .
Straight shank, for lathe and machine chucks, assorted, to $ inch by 32ds ... do. .
Bits, gimlet, double-cut, assorted, i:to % inch doz
Bolts, carriage,per 100:
ibyl No..
ibyli No..
iby2 No..
iby2* No..
iby3 No..
iby3* No..
iby4 '. No..
iby4i No..
iby5 No .
, No..
No..
No
A by 4 Xo
No .
NO..
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1247
James Car-
olan.
1 -2 -[ 8 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
TNOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made'on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
I
HARDWAR E CONT INUKD. 1249
[NOTE. Figures in largo type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded- awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
j
->
-j ( ) HARDWARE CONTINUED.
NOTE. Fi-ur<-s in largo type denote tlio rates at which contracts have been awarded-,
Number.
I
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.
1251
James
Carolan.
1252 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts
have been awarded
CLASS No. 17.
HABDWABE continued.
To be delivered in
San Francisco, Cal.
Catches, iron, cupboard
Chain, cable, short links, per pound :
doz..
-
Chains, log, short links, with swivel, ordinary hook and grab hook,
per pound :
^ ^
<lo..!6OO
Chains, trace, No. 2, 6J feet, 10 links to the foot, full size . . . .pairs
,.j
1
Chalk, carpenters :
Red... lba i 1<* I !
White do.. | 10 ! j
Chalk crayons gross. .| 31 | j.
Chalk lines, medium size doz . . ; lt j j ,
Chisels, c. s., cold, octagon, | by 6 inches do..j 1 |
Chisels, c. s., handled :
Socket, corner, 1-inch do..] 1 i \.
Socket, firmer, J-inch do..| 1-6
Socket, firmer, -inch do..j 2-3
Socket, firmer, |-inch do . . 2
Socket, firmer, |-inch do.. 1J
Socket, firmer, 1-inch do. . 2
Socket, firmer, IJ-inch do.. 1J
Socket, firmer, U-foch do . . 1 1
Socket, firmer, 2-inch do.. I A
Socket, framing, i-inch do..! 1-6
Socket, framing, f-inch do . . \ ii-3
Socket, framing, |-inch do . . j If
Socket, framing, |-inch do.. I If
Socket, framing, 1-inch do. . j 3-,\-
Socket, framing, l^-inch do . . i ii-3
Socket, framing, l|-inch do . . ii|
Socket, framing, 2-inch do . .
j
1| I
Clamps, carpenters', iron, to open 6 inches do.. l |
Cleavers, butchers', 12-inch do.. 5-6 i
Compasses :
Carpenters', 6-inch, cast steel do..! 1
Carpenters', 8-inch, cast steel do. . ! 1 j .
Pocket, 2-inch, brass case do.. 3-4 j.
Dividers, c. s., wing:
Sincheslong do.. 1-6 4.00
lOincheslong do.. 3-4 ! 5 50
Drills, blacksmiths' No . . 5J
Faucets, brass, racking, i-inch, loose key doz..i 1-5J 5.75
FUes, flat, bastard:
8-inch do.. 4)
12-inch do.. 13 I.
14-inch do.. 9 !.
Files, flat, wood:
12-inch do.
14 inch do..
Fil8, half-round, bastard :
^'-inch do..j 3
10-inch do.. r '.
12-inch do.. 8
Files, mill-saw:
6-inch , ,, ,,..., do 9
8-inch
...do.. 15
HARDWARE CONTINUED,
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
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Carolan.
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1
1
2
3
4
5
G
7
H
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
20
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
30
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
40
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 125
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded
;
awards were
made on comparison, of samples which accompanied bids.]
HARDWARE CONTINUED.1256
(NOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards were
made' on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.J
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4H
49
50
51
52
53
51
55
56
57
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1257
[NOTE.
-Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards M-eremade on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
fdumber.
1258 HARDWARE -CONTINUED.
[Nora Fi<nires in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded ; awards were
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
i
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1259
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded; awards \rere
made 011 comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts hare been awarded :
CLASS No. 17.
HAEDWABE continued.
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
August
Kempkey.
1 2G2 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
Number.
I
HARDWARE CONTINUKI ).
awards were made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
1263
jj
rtA
o
I
-)
( ; j_
HARDWARE-CONTINUED.
denote the rales at whirl, contracts ha
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Figures in large type
ve been aarded ; awards were
Number.
1
HARDWARE CONTINUED. 1265
[NoxK.-Figures in
awards were
j
1
i
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
62
53
54
1266 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
r\oTF Fiirures in lar-e type denote the rates at which contracts have boon awarded ; awards wore
madioii comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
i
HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[Nom Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded- awards
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
Number.
1268 HARDWARE CONTINUED.
[NOTE. Figures in large type denote the rates at which contracts have been awarded;
made on comparison of samples which accompanied bids.]
awards were
INDEX.
A.
Page.
Absentee Shawnees, Sac and Fox A.gency, Okla., report relating to 402
Agar, E. W., superintendent Quinaielt school, report of 502
Agencies may be put in charge of school superintendents 9
Agency system, citizenship of Indians will abolish 7,9
modification of 9
Agent, Indian, evolution of 12
for Pueblos should be relieved of care of Jicarilla Apaches 538, 563
Agents, Indian, Army officers designated to act as in 1834 22
to be detailed as 717
unfitted to be 10,12
interfere with school superintendents '. 621
first twelve appointed, and duties of 20
Agreement with ('rows 748
Spokanes : 743
Agriculture, Blackfeet Agency, Mont., not adapted for 279
Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak., statistics of 351
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., satisfactory results from 295
Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak., statistics of 355
Fort Hall agency, Idaho, some advancement in 233
Grande Ronde Agency. Oregon, increased interest in 409
Green Bay Agency, Wis., some advance in 513
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, number of Indians engaged in 238
Nevada Agency, Nov., improvement in 320
Nez Perce Agency, Idaho, discouragement of Indians regarding 235
Omaha, etc., Agency, Nebr., increase in 305
.. Pottawatomie, etc., Agency, Kans., not successful 271
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., improvement in 460
Hound Valley Agency, Gal., statistics of
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, little progress made in 265
Sautee Agency, Nebr., not adapted to 310
Southern Ute Agency, Colo., need of irrigation to aid 231
Standing Hock Agency, N. Dak., statistics of 362
TJmatilla A gency, Oregon, statistics of 426
Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, poor crops 423
Western Shoshone Agency, Nebr., improvement in 324
White Earth Agency, Minn., statistics of 275
(See Crops and Farming.)
Alabamas, statistics concerning 796
Albuquerque school, description of and title to site 885
not popular with Indians
report of Supt. W. B. Creager 679
taking of pupils from by writ of habeas corpus 42, 165
Allegany Reservation, New York Agency, N. Y., report relating to
Allen, Geo. A.. U. S. Indian agent, Colorado River Agency, Ariz., report of
Allotment law, reports of agents as to operation of
Allotments, Cheyeimes and Arapahoes, completed, and reservation opened 64, 69, 371, 7W
Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., not yet made 430
Chippewas are receiving
Colville reserve, act providing for
many Indians want ; surveys necessary
Crow, shall not include mining claims or homestead improvements 718
Crow Creek, S.Dak., effect of
cutting of green timber on, for sale only, unlawful 756
Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak., satisfactory to Indians
lew Uncompahgre U tes desire, others bitterly opposed to 486
Five Civilized Tribes begin to show desire for
Flathead Agency Indians, Montana, bitterly opposed to
Fort Berthold reserve, benefit of
to be surveyed for 710
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., Indians favorable to 296
Fort Peck Agency Indians, Montana, have no interest in 299
giving of, confers citizenship
*
increase in number of, made
Klamatb Agency Indians, Oregon, desirous of
River reserve, act providing for - "1
1269
1270 INDEX.
517
240Allotments, La Pointe Agency, Wis.,
Indians anxious for
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, none made at
Lower Brule, S. Dak, , not yet completed - - . - - - - -
made from February 8, 1887, to November 30, 1892, table
Mescalero Agency, N.Mex., Indians desirous of
S30
Mission Indians, in progress 76,22;
Neah Bay reserve, surveys being made for
Nevada Agency, Nev., valueless to Indians -
New York Indians, not regularly made
Nez Perce Agency, Idaho, number'of. --------- *36
number families living on and cultivating, table 802-81 <
Oneida and Stockbridge, Green Bay Agency, Wis., completed
Osages not favorably inclined to
Otoe Subagency, Okla., opposition of Indians to <5'J9
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., opposition to - 457
Ponca Agency, Okla., opposition to
Pottawatomie, etc., Agency, Kans., history of
practical results of
progress made in
Puyallup Agency, all Indians of, have
^uapaw Agency, In<L T., nearly all made^atQ d. a
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak, not yet completed
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., benefits of............................................
evasions of intent ion of ..............................
Seger Colony, Okla., satisfactorily made .......................................... 383
should not be made before Indians are-prepared for them ........................ .
precede education ................... ..................................
Siletz Agency, Oregon, not completed ............................................. 416
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak., completed at ........................................... 469
Southern TJte Agency, Colo., not popular with Indians of ........................
to nonreservation Indians ........................................................
to Tonkawas completed and confirmed by agreement ..............................
Umatilla Reserve, appropriation for .............................................. 721
satisfaction with ............................................... 419
Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, progressing ..................................... 423
Tulalip Agency, Wash., benefits of................. .............................. 504
Yakima Agency, Waah., number of .............................................. 508
Yankton Agency, S. D., Indians reside on ........................................ 473
Allotment work, resume of.................................................................... 66
Allotted lands, leasing of......................................................................
Allottees, Indian, legal status of............................................................... 755
children of, not to be deprived of educational opportunity .......................... 722
decision as to sale of liquor to ....................................................... 756
Annuities, Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., number paid ..............................
New York Indians, amount of..................................................... 346
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak ................................................... 366
Annuity payments La Pointe Agency, Wis .................................................... 520
a hinderance to school work................................................ 379, 383
Ansley, T. S., supervisor of education, annual report of ...................................... 619
Apaches, bad reputation of.................................................................... 569
Jicarilla, report relating to .................. ..................................... ... 336
should have more done for them........................................... 538
statistics concerning....................................................... 790,808
Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report relating to ....................................... 385
Mescalero, present condition of...................................................... 321
San Carlos, report concerning ....................................................... 219
statistics concerning .................................................784,790,792,802,808,810
White Mountain, separate agency recommended for................................. 223
Apprentices, Indian, number of, table ......................................................... 784-801
Appropriations for Indian service, tables showing . . .............................. 130
schools ...................... f. ............................................ 39
Arapahoes, report as to condition of........................................................... 370
statistics concerning .............................................................. 792,810
Northern, commission to negotiate with ........................................... 720
report relating to ....................................................... 521
statistics concerning..................................................... 800, 816
Arbor day, celebration of, Standing Rock boarding school, N. Dak ......... .................. 368
Areas of reservations, table .................................................................... 898-911
Arickarees, report concerning. ... ..................................................... ......... 354
statistics concerning ............................................................... 792,810
Arizona, Indian education in ....................................... .. ........................... 563
Arkwright, H. D., superintendent Crow boarding school, Montana, report of .................. 288
Army officers as agents ........................................................................ 10, 717
designated to act as Indian agents in 1834 ............ .................... . ........ 22
Armstrong, S. C., principal Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute, report of............. 695
Artesian wells should be sunk on Sioux reservations ........................................... 99
(See Irrigation.)
. In
.
Ashley, Robert H., U. S. dian agent, Omaha and Winnebago Agency, Nebr., report of
Ashley, Chaa. F., U. S. Indian agent, Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., report of
Assmnaboines, Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., report relating to
304
37u
............................... 295
report relating to ................................... 297
___________________ ............... _
Atchison, Andrew, superintendedtltfescaiero boarding school, New Mexico! report of. ......... 331
Atkinson, Enos B., superintendent Winnebago boarding school, Nebraska, report of .......... 309
Attorneys for Indians, employment of ........................... ...... 122, 197, 200
Avery, Frank F., superintendent of Iowa and Sac and Fox of Missouri boarding school, Kansas,
report of .................................. 274
INDEX. 1271
B.
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Backus, "W. B., superintendent Genoa school, annual report of ................ 674Bad River Chippewas. (See Chippewas.)
Baker, J. LM superintendent of Fort Peck boarding school, Mont., report of. . . 300
Bannacks, reports concerning ................................................... .. 233 239
statistics concerning .......................................... 7^' ^o*
Bartholomew, Chas. A., U. S. Indian agent, Southern Ute agency, Colo., report of" !
Basket-making by Indians, large revenue from ................................................ 221, 341Bead work, Southern Ute Indian women, Colo., favorite occupation ................____
Beef, amount of, purchased .......................................................... ....'..'.'.".'. 103
issue, Crow Creek and Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., bad effects of ................. 437
improvements in ................................................... 102/220. IMG," 386, 454, 461
(See Rations.)
Beer, sale of, among Indians, legislation prohibiting ................. ....................... 104, 105 722
traffic unrestricted in Indian Territory, gross evils of ...................................
'
103, 104
(See Intemperance, Liquor and Whisky.)
Beers, Isaac A., U. S. Indian agent, Hoop Valley agency, Cal., report of....................... 228
Bees, fifty-seven colonies at Grand Junction school .............................. .............. 658
Bennett, 'Leo E., IT. S. Indian agent, Union agency, Ind. Ter., report of .............. '. ......... 247
Births among Indians, number of, table ....................................................... 784-80 1
Blaekfeet agency, Mont., report of U.S.Indian agent of....................................... 279
statistics concerning ................................................................ 788, 806
Blankets, Navajo agency, Ariz., made by women at........................................... 210
Boundary line between Pine Ridge ajid Rosebud agencies, S. Dak., settlement of ............. 456, 4W
lines of Tongue River reaervation should be established ............................ 303
Brass band, Fort Lapwai school, great source of pleasure ..................................... 662
Fort Stevenson school, a never-failing attraction .................................. 689
Genoa, Nebr., really excellent .................................................... 630
of ten pieces, Immaculate Conception mission .................................... 628
Standiag Rock, adds int*rst to school ............................................ 363,629
Tankton Agency, S. Dak., proficiency of.............. ...................... ...... 476
Breaking done by Indians, table ............................................................... 802-817
Brenner, E. W., farmer at Turtle Mountain Reservation, N. Dak., report of................... 352
Brewster, James, physician Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., report of........................ 367
Bridges, built by Indians ...................................................................... 281, 484
Brown, Geo. LeR., captain, acting Indian agent, Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., report of ...... 451
Bryant, D. M., U. S. judge, decision in regard to sale of liquor ................................ 259"
Buchanan, E., physician, Tulalip Agency, "Wash., report of ................................... 506
Buford, T. J., U. S. Indian agent, Siletz Agency, Oregon, report of............................ 414
Buildings, Fort Bwtaold, N. Dak., removal of ................................................. 356
Moqni subagency, Ariz., erected at .................................................
Navajo Agency, Ariz., new, erected at ...................... ........................ 210
Ouray Agency, of no value .......................................................... 486
Round Valley Agency, Cal., need of new, at ............................. .. ..........
San Carlos, Ariz., new tank and shed built and repairs of old ....................... 222
sehool. (See School buildings.)
Umatilla Agency, Oregon, new, erected ............................................. 418
(See Houses.)
Bureau of Indian Affairs, organized in War Department ...................................... 19-23
Burton, C. A., superintendent Fort Stevenson school, report of ............................... 6*
Butter made by Indians, amount of, table...................................................... 802-817
Caddoes, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Oklahoma, report relating to .................................. _
statistics concerning ................................................................. 107
Calispels, report concerning ............................................................ a'u anr 01
statistics concerning ....... . .................................. - ......... .....788, (98,806.81-
Canfield, William F., superintendent Fort Totten school, N. Dak., annual report of...........
Care of Indian schools .........................................................................
Carlisle school, Pennsylvania, admirably equipped .............................................
description of, and title to site ...................
report of superintendent, Capt. R. H. Pratt, U. S. Army .........
Carson school, Nevada, description of, and title to site .........................................
filled to its capacity, enlargement needed .............................. *- gj
report of Supt. W.'D. C. Gibson ........................................
Cart, Samuel M., superintendent Santa Fe school, annual report of ..........................
Cash payments to Indians
"" "
Catholic Church, opposition of, to Government schools
Cattaraugus Reservation, New York Agency, report on........................................
Cattle. (See Stock.)
,, fl
Cayugas, New York Agency, report relating to ..............................................
*
statistics concerning ..................... ......
Cayuse Indians, Umatilla Agency, Oregon, report relating to ..................................
*
statistics concerning ....................................................
Census, Blackfeet Agency, Mont ......... .... ..................................................
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla...........................................
'""
Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak......................................................
Colorado River Agency, Ariz ...............................................
Colville Agency, Wash..........................................................
Crow Agencv,Mont... .......................................................
Crow Creek Indians, South Dakota..............................................
Flathead Agency, Mont ................................................
Flandrean Indians, South Dakota .................................. :,.
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont .............................................
Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak ...........................................
Fort Hall Agency, Idaho ..................................................
1272 INDEX.
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Census, Fort Peot Agency, Mont 298
Grand Rondo Agency, Oregon
Green Bay Agency, \Vis. ----- 513
Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla
Klaiuath Agency, Oregon *ii
La Pointe Agency, Wash
Lomhi Agency, Idaho
Lower Brul6 Indians, South Dakota 444
Mescalero Agency, X. Mex
Navajo Indians <*08
NezPerce Agency, Idaho 237
Otoe Subagency, Okl
Oakland Subagency, Okla
Pawnee Subagency, Okla
Pima Agency, Ariz 217
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak 453
Ponca Indians, Oklahoma
Pueblo Indians, New Mexico -
Quapaw Agency, Iiid. T 243
Round Valley Agency, Cal 226
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa 209
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla 402
Siletz Agency, Oregon 414
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak 4G9
Southern TJte Agency, Colo 231
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak 361
Tulalip Agency, Wash.... ^ 503
tah andUinta White River Utes 483
TTmatilla Agency, Oregon 420
Uncompahgre Uts 480
Western Shoshoae Agency, Nev 324
Yakima Aeency, Wash 508
Yava Supai Ind'ians 649
(See Population. )
Chehalis Indians, statistics concerting 798, 814
temperance among 499
Chemawa school. (See Salem school. )
Cheuiehueyis", habits of 207,574,575
statistics comcerniag 78 1
Cherokee Commission, negotiations of 78,393,398
Outlet, negotiations for cession of 79
Cherokees, statistics concerning 786, 804
Union Agency, Ind. T., report relating to 247
Eastern, characteristics of 348
duties of agent for, to devolve upon school superintendent 718
educational difficulties among 141
statistics, concerning 792, 868
taxes to be paid out of funds of 123, 720
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., report of U. S. Indian agent of 370
reserve, Okla., disposition of lands in 81
opening of, to settlement 374, 730
Cheyennes and Arapahoes, appropriation for completing allotments to 709
dance among, described G69
Northern, lands of, encroached upon by white settlers 126
. statistics concerning 790, 792, 796, 806, 810, 812
Tongue River Agency, Mont., report concerning. 301
unfounded charges against, by settlers in Oklahoma 375
Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., report of U. S. Indian agent of 426
Chickasaws, statistics concerning 786, 804
Union Agency, Ind. T., report relating to 247
Chilocco school, annual report of Supt. Benj. S. Coppock 670
description of, and title to site 890
has magnificent farm 641
one of the finest in the country ; '..','. 44
Chippewa and Christian Indians, Pottawatomie, etc., Agency, Kans., report relating to 269
Commission, results obtained by 80
Chippewas and Munsees, lands of, should be patented and sold! '".'.'.'.'".'.'.'.'. 122
statistics concerning
"
........ ". 788, 804Fond du Lac, depredations on timber of, compromise of suit ... 721La Pointe A gency, report relating to 514
Otter Tail Pillager, report relating to 275
Pembina, report relating to 275
Red Lake, Whit* Earth Agency, Minn., report relating to ." ." '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '. '.'.'.'. '. '. '.'.'".'. '. '. 275
statistics concerning 788,792,798,800,804,806,810,816lurtle Mountain, commission to 721
statistics concerning 792 810
r .
White Earth Agency, Minn., report relating to "..'..".'.".".".".".".""'.".".".".""."" '275
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-izens dress, Crow Creek and Lower Brule A gency, S. Dak".,"worn" by" majority of InMhins". '. ". 435Hoopa \ alley, Cal . , worn by all 229
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Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, generally worn by men........................... 265
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worn by Eastern Cherokee Indians ............................................ 349
Citizens of United States adopted by Indian tribes, legal status of ............................ 36
Indian, Sac and Fox Agency, Okla,., taxation of ....................................... 403
Citizenship, Cherokee claimants for............................................................ 253
dangers of......................................................................... 7, 139
New York Agency, N. Y., opposition to.......................................... . 34.r>
policy of ......................................................................... 5
should be accepted as final .............................................. 140
Pneblo Indians, question regarding ..................................... . ......... 336, 540
Santee Agency, Nebr., Indians have rights of........................... .......... 312
Civilization, capacity of Indians for, and progress in .......................................... 589
Civilized pursuits, number of Indian families engaged in, table ................................ 802-817
Civil liberties taken from Indians by act of 1834............................................... 22
Civil service, danger that it will be thwarted .................................................. 139
rules, extension of, to Indian schools has worked satisfactorily ................... 45
Claims, depredation. (See Depredation claims.)
Indian, La Pointe Agency, Wis., investigation of ...................................... 519
Clark, A. 13., missionary at Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., report of................................. 465
Clark. Aaron B., missionary Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., report of............................. 459
Clark, Eugene S., physician, Siletz Agency, Oregon, report of................................... 467
Class-room work, methods used in Hampton Institute.......................................... 698-701
Clear Lake Indians, Round Valley, Cal., census of ............................................. 226
statistics concerning ...................................................... 784. 802
Clerical force in Indian Bureau, addition to needed ............................................ 136, 140
Clothing at Blackfeet boarding school, Montana, not adapted to elimate ....................... 284
Cocopahs, habits of ........................................................ : ................... 573,574
Co3ur d'Alene reserve, removal of Spokanes to ................................................. 492, 743
restoration of part of, to public domain ............................... 718
Coaur d 1Alenes, large cash payment made to ................................................... 489
report of agent on............................................................. 487
statistics concerning .......................................................... 796, 814
Cole, Hal. J., agent Colville Agency, annual report of .......................................... 487
Collins, Ralph P., superintendent Keam's Canon school, report of.............................. 652
Colorado River Agency, Ariz., report of George A.Allen, agent ............................... 205
Reservation, irrigation pumps furnished .......................................
Columbia River Indians, Oregon, off reservation .............................................. 423
Columbian Exposition, exhibit of Indian Bureau at...........................................
Columbias, condition of........................................................................ 487,493
statistics concerning............................................................... 786,814
Columbus Day, celebration of ...................... - ..........................................
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487
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statistics concerning................................................................. '98, 81<
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"
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law authorizing ............................................. 722
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(See School attendance.)
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statistics concerning .................................................. L. . ' _.
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Cook, Joseph W., missionary Yaukton Agency, S. Dak., report ol
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(See Agriculture and farming.)
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CroVrs, successful in cultivating irrigated land 747
Crow Creek and Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., report of U. S. Indian agent of 431
Winnebago reserves, Dak., to ascertain damages to settlers on 710
Cushattas, statistics concerning 796
D.
Dance among Cheyennes and Arapahoes described 669
ghost, bad effects of, on Pawnee school . 693
Dancing, Crow Creek and Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., allowed, but restricted 435
Navajo Agency, Ariz., harmless amusement . 208
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak., decrease of custom ........ 469
Western Shosbone Agency, Nev., decrease of 326
Daniel, Z. T., physician, Blacki'eet Agency, Mont., report of. 282
Davis, Crosby G., superintendent Pierre school, report of .... 692
Davis, L. D., superintendent of Cheyenne boarding school. Okla., report of 3X1
Day, George E., TJ. S. Indian agent, Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita Agency, Okla., report of. 385
Deaths among Indians, number of, table 784-801
of school children, Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, largo number of 233
Deft'enbaugh, George D., superintendent Umatilla Agency boarding .school, report of 421
Delawares, claims of, against Cheroke% Nation, referred to Court of Claims 717
Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report relating to 385
payment to, for damages by Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western Railroad 718
schedule of 9 of, found entitled to share in $75,000 122
statistics concerning 792,810
Depredation claims, contracts between attorneys and Indians to represent them in, unwise
and expensive 121
employment of attorneys for Indians against 122, 197, 200
injustice of paying them from Indian funds 116
law providing for payment of, should be amended 119
number filed and judgments rendered on 114
Sioux, payment of 128
Depredations on Indian timber -
Descent among Indians, rules of
Devil's Lake Agency, N.Dak., report of Agent Waugh
Dieftenbach, Byron, superintendent Fort Kelknap boarding school, Mont., report of
Digmann, P. F., superintendent St. Francis contract school, Rosebud Agency, report of 468
Dining-room service, improvement in, in Indian schools
Discipline at Hampton by court-martial and Indian council, good results of 703
school, difficulties of 611,615
faults of
Disease, large amount of, among Indians 46, 01 -s
pupils, Fort Totten school, afflicted with sore eyes
Diseases among Indians, table
measles and sore eyes have prevailed at Santa F6
scrofula and consumption prevail among Sioux 69L
(See Health and Sanitary.)
Divorces among Indians, number of, table / 84-8(1
Dixou, A. P., U. S. Indian agent, Crow Creek and Lower Brale Agency, S. Dak., report of .... 431
Dorchester, D., superintendent Indian schools, report of
Merial A., good work of, for Indian women and girls
special agent, Indian school service, report of 600
Dougan, W. McK., physician, Ponca Agency, Okla., report of
Douglas, M. L. , field matron, Ponca subageucy , S. Dak., report of
Dwire, Isaac, superintendent of Arapaho boarding school, Okla., report of
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Eastern Cherokee Agencv, N. C., report of acting U.S. Indian agent of 848
Cherokees. (See Cherokees, Eastern.)
Education, amount contributed by religious societies for, table
784-
aptitudeof Indians for
Crow Agency, Mont., progress made
Crow Creek and Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., not popular at
higher Indian youth should have opportunity for 4<,6b,
Osages Avish their funds to be used for
Indian, in Hew Mexico
lowas and Mexican Kickapoos, Okla., poor facilities for
letter of Commissioner of Indian Affairs, in regard to
of girls, points to be emphasized in
of Indians should be in schools near homo
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak...progress of
progress of among Indians - i:"\ t-,1
Pueblo Agency, N. Mex., number of schools and average attendance
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., provided for nearly all children
should precede alloting of lands - - : - - - - - - - - - -.
Southern Ute Agency, Colo., advantages of explained to Indians
--
Tulalip Agency, Wash., not sutftcient means lor
Educational con*vention at Arkansas City, programme and recommendations of
Eells, Edwin, agent Puyallup Agency, report ot
Eldridge, Mrs., missionary at Navajo Agency.
-
Employes among Indians, first legislation providing lor 94 95
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Finney, Joseph R, physician Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak, report of ........................ 360
Fire, danger of, Klamath boarding school, Oregon .............................................. 413
Fisher, S. G, U. S. Indian agent, Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, report of............................ 233
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Subagency, S. Dak, report of........................................................ 314
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reserve, removal of Kootenais to..................................................... 124
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commission to negotiate with ........... . ........................................... 720
statistics concerning ...................................
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............................ 788,806
Fond du Lac Chippewas. (See Chippewas.)
Reservation, logging operations on ............................... : ............... 86
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Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak, report of U. S.Indian agent of ................................. 354
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success of
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Hoopaa, statistics concerning 52
Hequiams. statistics concerning.... ----
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Hospital, Albnqnerqme school, sorely needed
ColYiile Agency, needed -
Crow Creek, S. Dak., new, but too small
furnished Salwu schoel -
Nez Perce Agency, Idaho, mewly opened .
Pima, Ariz., newly built at
Santa Fe school needs G^
Hospitals, great eed of, for Indiang
Hotel, NeahBav, run by full-blooded Indian ----
Hoack, George E., physician Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report of
House*, bilt for and occupied by Isdians, table 784-
Crow Agency, Mont,, repaired and built
Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak., improvement in
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont, much improved
Hoopa Valley Agency, Cal., condition of
Moo nis Apaches beginning to erect
Nevada Agency, Nov., neat and comfortable
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, improvement in 264
Santee Agency, Nebr., small but comfortable 311
several bmlt at Uintah 484
Tankton Agency, S. Dak., number newly built 4/5
(See Buildings.)
Hualapais, habits of - 574,575
removal of, to Colorado River Agency, Ariz 207
statistics concerning 784, 802
Hughey, I. N., physician Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., report of 449
Hume, Charles R., physician, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report of
Hume. S. M., superintendent of Whit* Earth boarding school, Minn., report of
Humpt ulip Indiana, statistics concerning 798
Hurr, William, missionary Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report of 408
I.
Indian Aflairs, by whom administered in 1806 17
Bureau f organized in War Department 19-2.'}
early legislation concerning 13-22
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criticisms on
increase of work ia 135
employes, positions filled and money earned by 94, 95, 96
Peace Commission oa Army officers as agents 12
service, dangers threatening 139
difficulties of administering 133
what constitutes aa 31
women, married to United States citizens, legal status of
Industrial exhibit at educational convention in Arkansas City 638
training in nonreseryation schools .' 50
Pima boarding school, important feature at 216
work, Blackfeet school, Montana, articles made by girls 283
Industries, development of among Indians 98
improvement in facilities for teaching, in schools 603
taught in Indian schools 596
Industry of Indians in primitive conditions 594
Infirm Indians, necessity for support of 411,416
Intemperamee increasing among some tribes of Puyallup Agency . . . : 498, 500
(See Beer, Liquor, and Whisky.)
lowas, Pottawattomie, etc., agency, Kans., report relating to 269
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report relating to 402
statistics concerning 788, 792, 804, 810
Ira, George W., physician Santee Agency, Nebr., report of 315
Irrigating ditches, Crow reserve, labor on, should be performed by Indians 747, 748
plant furnished Fort Mojave'school .' 648
Irrigation, attempt at, on Fort Hall reserve 99
by pumps, Colorado River Agency, Ariz 205
canal for, being surveyed on Ouray reserve 486
Crow reservation, development of 99, 285
reserve, special provision for in agreement of 1892 749
ditch across Uintah reserve, allowing company to take out, would benefit Indians. 484
efforts at, among Moqnis Pueblos 653
Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, recommendations for 234
Fort Peck Agency, Mont., needed at 299
Grand Junction school, difficulties in procuring Avater for 658
Navaje Agency, Ariz., flume built by boys for 210
reservation, need and methods of 98,125,579,580Puna Agency, Ariz., difficulty in obtaining at 213
reserve, being extended 99, 218
progress of, on Indian reservations 92
San Carlos Agency, Ariz., aermotors recommended for 223
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still a problem at Santa F6 school
. . . 683
Western Shoshone Agency, Nov., dam constructed.".". 325
(See Artesian wells and Water supply.)
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iffi culties arising from canceling of allotments on 123
ves, Amelia, principal of St. Mary's mission school, Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., report of.. .. 4*7
INDEX. 1279
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James, D. R., visit of, to Fort Lapwai school .................................... ..... ..... ____ 664
Jester, R. M., superintendent Crow Creek bearding school S. Dak. report of
Jicarilla Apaches. (See Apaches, Jicarilla.)
John Day Indians, statistics concerning....................................................... 794, 312Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report relating to ......... '422
Johnson, Lewis, Capt., TJ. S. Armv, TJ. S. Indian agent, San Carlos Agency, Ariz., report of. 211
Johnston, Jane H., principal St. Paul's mission school, Tankton Agency, S*. Dak., report of.. 410
K.
Kansas or Kaw Indians, Osage Agency, Okla., report relating to ............................. 390
statistics concerning ................................................. 794, 81Kaweah Indians, number of ................................... . ............................... 716
Keam's Canon school crowded
................................................................. 43,515
description of and title to site....................................... . ____ 879
good accomplished by.................................................... 212
Oieibas fail to return children to ........................................ 1W
report of Supt. R.P.Collins ............................ .................. 52
Keechies, Kiowa, etc., agency, Okla., report relating to ..................... . .................. 315
statistics concerning ............... . ................................................ 792,110
Keck, David S., supervisor of education, annual report of...................................... 44
in charge of school at San Carlos, Ariz ............... 223
Keith, E. M., teacher f day school, report of.................... . .............................. 458
Kelsey, Cba. S., TJ. S. Indian Agent, Green Bay Agency, Wis., report of ...................... 512
Kenel, Martin, superintendent of Standing Rock Agricultural boarding school, N.Dak.,report of. 367
Knrmott, C. H., physician Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak., report of ............................. 352
Kickapoos, payment to four, of their shares in tribal funds .................................. .. 719
Pottawatontie, etc., agency, Kans ., report relating to .............................. 2
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report relating to ..................................... 402
statistics concerning ....................................................... 718, 794, 804, !
Kindergarten material .should be furnished schools of 30 children under 8 years ............... 3i
recommended by Fort Berthold agent........................................... 358
St. Ignatius School, Flathead Agency, Mont., opened this year ................. 294
work, Colorado River Agency boarding school................................... 207
Pyramid Lake boarding school, Nev., good results in ............................ 322
King, George W ., superintendent Klamath boarding school, Oregon, report of ................ 412
King's Daughters, circles of, at Genoa school ................................................. . i74
Kiowa, Comanche, and Wichita agency, Okla., report of U. S. Indian agent of.................
Kiowas, statistics concerning ................................................................. 792, S10
Kirk, Charles W., missionary Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report of........................... 40t
Klamath Agency, Oregon, report of U. S. Indian agent, of..................................... 410
Indians, Hoopa Valley Agency, Cal., condition of ....... .............................
statistics concerning .................................................784,793,802,812
River reserve, act for allotment and opening of....................................... 71*
Klickitats, statistics concerning............................................................... 798,114
Kootenais, Eneas' band of, land belonging to ..................................................
Flathead Agency, Moat., report relating to ............... .........................
in Idaho, removal of, to Flathead Agency, Mont................................... 124, 29r
statistics concerning ............................................................786,788,80*
L.
Labor of Indians in civilized pursuits, statistics as to, tables .................................. 785-117
Lac Court d'Oreilles Chippewas. (See Chippewas.)
Lac du Flambeau Chippewas. (See Chippewas.)
idemic of, at Albuquerque school .........................................La grippe, severe epidemic
Neah Bay
Lake Traverse reservation, proclamation opening to settlement
Lakes, number of
statistics concerning 88 ' *>!;
Lawson, E. F., TJ. S. Indian agent, Grande Ronde Agency, Oregon, report of 409
Lands, leasing of. (See Leasing.)
purchased for school sites
set part on Indian reservations for religious societies
**
trust, receipts and disbursements on account of sales of
La Pwinte Agency, Wis., report of TJ. S. Indian agent of
Larimer, Robert, superintendent Nez Perc6 Agency boarding school, Idaho, report of
Latham, E. H., physician Colville Agency, report of
Lawrence, school at. (See Haskell Institute.)
Laws and courts for Indians ---
special for Indians, tribes to which they would not apply ZJ
Leahy, M. A., TJ. S. Indian agent La Pointe Agency, Wis., report of
Leasing Indian lands, an evil to Indians
d**
law and practice relating to
of allotted lands, Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., detrimental
Leases Allegany Reservation, renewal of, report of committee on
*"
for grazing, Kiowa, etc., Agency
Osage Reservation,numerous
Santee Agency
TJintah reserve
of land by five civilized tribes, Indian Territory *1
New York Indians for towns on railroad
Omaha Indians, Nebraska, money derived by
Leech Lake and Lake Winnilfigoshish reservations, logging on....
."^iitimr'to 275
Pillager Chippewa Indians, White Earth Agency, Minn., report relating
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out of which powers of Indian agents have grown ................................ 13
Lfrahi A gencv, Idaho, report of U.S. Indian agent of .. ........
...... -.-- ...................
Lemmon, Theo. G., superintendent Grand Junction school, annual report of................... 6o7
Leona^a^ 'J
T .,er W R U S India* Agent, Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, report of . . ........ . ............
I illibridge Frank, U. S. Indian Agent, Cheyenne River A gency, S. Dak., report of ............ 426
Lindley, John S., physician Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., report of................................. 246
Lipans, statistics concerning ........... - ...................................................... ' !>
Liquor among Mojaves, infrequent use of........... ..........................
- ................
-JJ
Hoopa Valley Agency, Cal., nse of diminishing ..... .. ................................. 229
Mission Agency, Cal., use of, obstacle to advancement ........................ - ........ 225
Ponca Subagency, S. Dak., considerable nse of ........ .. ...............................
Pottawatoniie, etc., Agency, Kans., considerable use of................................ 273
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, not much sold.............................................. 268
ale of, to allottees, decision as to legality of ........................................... 7ob
Indians, amendment of law concerning ...................................... 103, 722
San Carlos, Ariz., considerable use of ..................................................
sellers, Qnapaw Agency, Ind. T., punished at ..........................................
selling, among Jicarflla Apaches, decrease ef..........................................
Lentbi Agency, Idaho, quite extensive .........................................
New Yerk Agency, N. Y., complaint of ........................................ 339,344
Osage Agency, Okla., evil consequences of.....................................
penalties prescribed for, inadequate ............................................ 485
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., reduction of---- .....................................
Union Agency, Ind. T. , evils of ................................................
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak., evils of use of ...............................................
Southern Ute Agency, Colo., use of, comparatively slight..............................
Umatilla Agency, Oregon, considerable use of.......................................... 419
nse of, by enlisted Indians demoralizing ............................................... 104, 489
(See Beer, Intemperance, and Whisky.)
Little Chiefs band of Cheyennes, Tongue River Agency, Ment., very troublesome .............
Little Lake Indians, Round Yalley, Cal., census of............................................. 226
statistics concerning .................................... - ............... 784,802
Logging by Indians ............................................................................
Fond du Lac Reservation, frauds connected with ....................................
Menomonee Reservation, amounts earned by Indians at .............................. 84, 513
(See Lumber and Timber.)
Lomax, Jenn A., vt. Aquila H. Pickering, decision United States Supreme Court in case of---- 741
Lovejoy, Walter, superintendent Shoshone boarding school, Wyo., report of ................... 524
Lower IJrule Sioux desire to remove to Rosebud reserve .......................................
Luckey, J. C., U. S. Indian agent, Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report of .................... 422
Lumber, amount sawed v Navajoes ...........................................................
Penca Agency, Okla., amount sawed by Indians ...................................... 393
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., amount sawed ............................................. 462
sawed and marketed ly Indians, table ................................................ 802-817
Shoshone Agency, Wyo., sale of ...................................................... 521
White Earth Agency, Minn., statistics relating to .................................... 277
Yakima. Agency, Wash ., amount sawed .............................................. 508
(See Logging and Timber.)
Lurami Indians, influenced to object to sending pupils away to school ......................... 153, 174
report relating to ............................................................. 503
statistics concerning .......................................................... 798, 814
Lynch, Jay, U. S. Indian agent, Yakima Agency, Wash., report of .............. : ............. 507
M.
Madison Indians, statistics concerning ........................................................ 798,814
Tulalip Agency, Wash., report relating to .................................. 503
Makahs, make good living by sealing and fishing ............................................. 495
statistics concerning ................................................................. 798,814
Mandans, statistics concerning ................................................................ 792, 810
Manual labor necessary in every Indian school................................................ 623
Marden, A. E., physician Mescalero Agency, N. Mex., report of ................................ 330
Maricopas, report relating to ................................. ; ................................ 212
statistics concerning..................... . 784,802
Marriages among Indians, mimber of, table.................................................... 784-801
early, interfere with school attendance ............................................. 61 4
many among Colville Indians according to civilized custom ..................... 491
Matron, field. (See Field Matron.)
Matthews, D.W., U.S. Indian agent, Klamath Agency, Oregon, report of .................... 410
May, G. A., physician Yankton Agency, S. Dak., report of ........ 479
McConville, Ed., superintendent Fort Lapwai school, annual report of ...................... 662
McCowan, S. M., superintendent Fort Mojave school, annual report of 647
report on Supai Indians .............................. ............ 649,651
rlinn, John P., agent Neah Bay Agency, report of ................ 494McKom John J., superintendent Quapaw Agency boarding school, Ind. T., report of.......... 246McLaughlm James
; '.
S. Indian agent, Standing Iftock Agfncy, N. Dak. , report of ............ 361
Measles, epidemic ol Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla .?.........T. ..... ....... ...... 388
Mescalero boarding school, U". Mex ..................... ...."...!. ........ 332Warm Springs boarding school, Oregon................................... 325
Medical statistics, tables.?. . .?.
e
.?.?.',
)
f ...., 912
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Medical supplies, proposals received and contracts awarded for. . .
Medicinemen, evil influence of IIIII!"!!!! 613
influence of, overcome by Colville physicians '.'. 49'^San Carlos Agency, Ariz., diminishing influence of 220Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, still practice
Medioines, needed, not furnished 494
Menomonees, Green Bay Agency. Wis ., report relating to .........
logging operations by 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 82
statistics concerning
"
793 gjg
Mennonite Mission, Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., report of superintendent of '{79
Merriam, J. F., missionary Round Valley Agency, Cal
Mescalero Agency, N. Mex., report of U. S. Indian agent of -J28
Meserve, Charles F., superintendent Haskell Institute, annual report of ....... '. ....... 664
Messiah craze, Otoe Subagency. Okla 1 . 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 399
Meteer, J. H., superintendent of Ogalalla boarding school, Pine Ridge Agency, report of ... 457
Methvin, J. J., missionary at Anadarko, Okla., report of ". 389
Mexican Kickapoos, agreement concluded with MI". II!!! 78
Miamis, Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., census of I"! 243
statistics concerning 786, 800, 804
Michel's band of Lower Kalispels, removal to Flathead Agency, Mont 293
Michigan, decision supreme court of, on taxation of certain Indians 756
Miles, L. J., U. S. Indian agent, Osage Agency, Okla., report of 390
Military company organized at Pyramid Lake boarding school, Nev 323
organization, effective means of discipline, at Hampton 704
Mill, grist, Uintah Agency, new one furnished 484
Miller, A. L., missionary and teacher, Yaukton Agency, report of 482
Miller, Emily C., field matron, Yakima Agency, Wash., report of 509
Miller, M. A., physician, Fort Hall, Idaho, report of 234
Minors, Indians considered as, before the law 22
Mission Agency, Cal., report of U. S.Indian agentof 225
Indians, commission, act to carry out recommendations of 75, 711
purchase of lands for and allotment s to 75
statistics concerning 784-802
Missionaries among Indians, number of, table 784-801
Missionary, Anadarko, Okla., report of 389
needed at Quinaielt, Wash 503
none among Uintah Utes 485
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., report of 459
Rosebud Agency, S.Dak., reportof 465-468
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report of 408
Yankton Agency, report of A. L. Miller 482
work among Indians, results of '. .". 591-597
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla.. good results of 374
Cheyenne River Agency. S. Dak., faithfully performed 429
Crow Creek, S. Dak., is extensive 441
Eastern Cherokee Agency, N . C., results of 349
Flathead A gency, Mont. , has been done for years 294
Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, quite extensive at .,. 234
Fort Peck Agency, Mont., good results of 299
in Puyallup agency 498-500
Jicari'lla Apaches, good results of , 337
Klamath Agency, Oregon, good influence of 413
La Pointe Agency, Wis., encouraging degree of success 519
Lower Brule, S. Dak., quite extensive 445
Navajo Agency 210
New York Agency, N.Y., results of
none among Dncoinpahgre Utes 486
at Hoopa Valley Agency
Lemhi Agency . 241,242
Southern Ute Agency
Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., quite extensive
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., conducted with zeal and energy
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, very difficult
Okla., large amount done 405
Santee Agency, Nebr., quite extensive
Siletz Agency, Oregon, good results of
Sisseton Agency, S.Dak., results of
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., efficient and extensive
TTmatilla Agency, Oregon, good results of
Winnebago Agency, Nebr., good results of
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., good results of 475,481
Mixed-blood Indians, legal status of
Modocs, Klamath Agency, Oregon, report relating to
Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., census of g*
statistics concerning vS' OA-
Mojaves, at Needles, future prospects of
habits of Z,~ 8/J
statistics concerning
Monk, George H, , U. S. Indian agent, Lemhi A gency, Idaho, report of g"
Montauk Indians, New York, fragments pf tribe
Montesanos, statistics concerning - - -
- -
-
Montezuma, Charles, physician, W estern Shoshone A gency. Nev., report of
Moore, T. J., TJ. S. Indian agent, Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., report of -
Moquis Pueblos, great progress made by
" WfsS
habits andcondition of
housebuilding by
physical deterioration of
8397 I A 81
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Monuis, statistics concerning
io,au,
school. (See Keam's Canon. )
Subagency, report of *L
Morals of Crows worse than other tribes - -
- - - "
Morgan Louis, superintendent Fort Lewis school, annual report ot
660
MorfaniTJ.; Commissioner of Indian Affairs, visit to New York Indians 346
Mount Pleasant school, Mich., description of and title to site 884
purchase of site for
Muokleshoot Indians, Tulalip Agency, Wash., report relating to
statistics concerniug <8, 1<
KpTfoto^TlndSfra^Sirthold Agency, K.Dak., reportof 354
Music, 'instruction in, at Standing Rock boarding school 369
Muskogees or Creeks, statistics concerning 7b,
7b
N.
National League for Protection of American Institutions, memorial of 181
Navajo Agency, Ariz., report of United States Indian agent at 208
should be removed 576
Commission, work of ;'," ."
reserve, executive order restoring part of to public domain 876
irrigation needed on
survey of, for irrigation 125
Navajos, little school work done among 43,577
off reserve, reasons for so living
resistance by certain, to putting children in school
statistics concerning - - 784, 802
Neah Bay Agency, Wash., report of Agent John P. McGlmn 494
Nellis Geo :ge W., superintendent Lower Brule boarding school, S. Dak., report of 451.
Nespilems, condition of 487,492
statistics concerning '*, oi*
Nevada Agency, Nev., report of U. S. Indian agent
New Mexico, condition of Indian education in 527-559
New York Agency, N. Y., report of U. S. Indian agent of 338
Indians, claim of to proceeds of sales of lands in Kansas 125
condition of, improving 345
legislation regarding 345
opposition of, to their sending pupils away to school 167
renewal of leases by, on Allegany Reserve 125
statistics concerning 790,792,808
Nez Perc6 Agency, Idaho, report of U. S. Indian agent of 235
Nez Perces, Joseph's Band, condition of 487, 493
results of missionary work among 591
statistics concerning 786,798,804,814
Nisquallies, all farmers and stock-raisers 499
statistics concerning 798, 814
Nome Lackie Indians, Round Valley, Gal., census of - 226
statistics concerning 704, 802
Northern Cheyennes. (See Cheyennes.)
Oakland Subagency, Okla., report of TJ. S. Indian agent of 397
Oil Spring Reservation, New York Agency, N. Y., report on 340
Okanagans, condition of 487, 492
statistics concerning 798, 814
Oldtown Indians, statistics concerning 800
Omaha and Winnebago Agency, Nebr., report of U. S. Indian agent of .- 304
Omahas, Nebraska, condition of T , 306
statistics concerning 790, 806
Oneida allottees, decision as to legality of sale of liquor to 756
Oneidas, Green Bay Agency, Wis., report relating to '. 512New York Agency. N. Y., report relating to 338
statistics concerning 790, 792, 798, 808, 816
O'Neil, Mary, superintendent Fort Yuma school, annual report of 656
Onondagas, New York Agency, N. Y., report relating to 338
statistics concerning 790, 792, 808
Osage Agency, Okla., report of U. S. Indian agent of 390
Osages, statistics concerning 794 t 810
Otoe Snbagency, Okla., report of TJ. S. Indian agent of 398
Otoes and Missourias, statistics concerning ; 794, 810
Ottawas, Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., census of '. 243
statistics concerning 786 788 804
Otter Tail Pillager Chippewas, (See Chippewas.)
Ouray Agency, Utah, report of Agent Robert Waugh 482
Outing system adopted at Haskell Institute 668
gives Indian pupils employment 49, 97
introduced at Genoa school 676
Oyhut Indians, statistics concerning , 798
P.
Pah-Utes, Nevada Agency, Nev., report relating to . . 320
statistics concerning 700 f?08Pah Yants, statistics concerning ,^."^"^7. 796
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Papagoes, industry and poverty of
report relating to .... . .II. ^
statistics concerning
"
^ go2
Paper published by Indian students at Hampton ......."....! '702
Genoa school has circulation of 2,000 676
Parker, O. H., special agent, work among Mouuis . .' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 211
supervisor of education, annual report of 623
Patented lands with inalienable clause not subject to taxation '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 756
Patrick, S. D., TJ. S. Indian agent, Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report of 402
Patriotism specially inculcated at Fort Mqjave school 649
Pawnees, statistics concerning
." 794 gjo
Payments, cash, to Indians
'
93
Utes
"^ 484
Crow Creek and Lower Brule Agency, S. Dak., money earned by Indians ".".'
made to five civilized tribes 257
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, uses made of ] 267
to Coaur d'Alene Indians, generally well expended 489
Peirce, Charles F., superintendent Santee boarding school, Nebraska, report of 317
Pembina Chippewa Indians, White Earth Agency, Minn., report relating to 275
Pend d'Oreilles, Flathead Agency, Mont., report relating to 291
statistics concerning 786, 788, 806
Penney, Etta, field matron, Santee Agency, Nebr., report of 316
Peorias, Quapaw Agency, Ind. T ., census of 243
statistics concerning 786-804
Perris school, California, newly opened 226
site for 60
Phipps, William, superintendent Pyramid Lake boarding school, Nevada, report of 323
Phillips, G. H., physician, Pawnee Subagency, Okla., report of 397
Phosnix school, description of and title to site 879
prosperous condition of 43
report of Supt. Wellington Rich 654
well suited for educational purposes 214, 568
Physician, among Mexican Kickapoos, Okla., report of 406
Blackfeet Agency, Mont., report of 282
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., report of 377
Colville Agency, report of 492
Crow Creek Agency, S. Dak., report of 448
Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak., report of 352
Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak., report of 360
Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, report of 234
Green Bay Agency, Wis., report of 514
Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report of 388
Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., report of 449
Mescalero Agency, N. Mex., report of 330
Neah Bay Agency, report of 496
Omaha, etc., Agency, Nebr., report of
Pawnee Subagency, Okla., report of : 397
Ponca Agency, Okla., report of i 400
Quapaw Agency, Ind. T.. report of 246
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report of 406
Santee Agency, Nebr., report of 315
should be stationed at Quillehute Village .: 497
Siletz Agency, Oregon, report of 417
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., repout of
Tulalip Agency, Wash., report of 506
Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report of 424
Western Shoshone Agency, Nev., report of 827
Tankton Agency, S. Dak., report of
Pickering, Aquila H., vs. John A. Lomax, case of, in Supreme Court
Piegans, report concerning 279
statistics concerning <88, 80(
Pierre school, S. Dak., description of, and title to site
report of Supt, Crosby G. Davis
well equipped, needing only shops and farm
Pigg, George L., superintendent Riverside boarding school, Kiowa, etc., Agency,report of . .
Pima Agency, Ariz., report of U. S. Indian agent at
reserve, extension of irrigation on 99
Pimas, character, habits, and improvement of - 571
statistics concerning 784 > J
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., report of U. S. Indian agent of
and Rosebud boundary question, settlement of
Pipestone school, S. Dak., description of, and title to site
setting apart of land for *0
Pitt River Indians, California, census of
desire and should have a school
Klamath Agency, Oregon, report relating to 4
statistics concerning I
Pi-Utes, Klamath Agency, Oregon, report relating to - - - - - -
- *
statistics concerning 790, 794, 808, 8L
Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report relating to
WestemShoshoneAgency.Nev., report relating to^.. .............
Platt Hon O H., U. S. Senator, on intruders on lands of Five Civilized Tribes...
Plumb, William I., U. S. Indian Agent, Western Shoshone Agency, Nev., report
ot
Police, Indian, Blackfeet Agency, Mont. , efficiency of
-
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., efficiency of
Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., readiness to serve
Colorado River Agency, Ariz., efficient work of
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Police, Indian, Colville Reserve, perform duties satisfactorily ; pay
too small 491
Crow Agency, Mont., obedient and efficient - 288
Crow Creek and Lower Brute Agency, S. Dak. ; salaries loo small 438
Devils Lake Agency, N. Dak., influence for good oi 351
establishment of 2d,>
Flathead Agency, Mont., source of annoyance. .. 29.3
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., very attentive to duties
Fort BerthoM Agency, N. Dak., satisfactory service of
Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, fairly efficient at 234
Fort Peck Agency, Mont,, improvement of 299
Hoopa Valley Agency, Cal., favorably received by Indians
Jicarilla Apaclies, payment of - 337
Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., number oi
Klamath Agency, Oregon, very efficient
La Pointe Agency, Wis., number of - 520
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, not efficient, and very troublesome 241
Mescalero Agency, N. Mex., faithful in work
Navajo Agency, Ariz., too small force, at
Neah Bay Agency, prompt and reliable
Oakland Subagency, Okla., number of
Omaha, etc., Agency, Nebr., quite successful
Otoe Subagency, Okla., hard to secure
Pawnee Subagency, Okla., number of 397
Pirna, Ariz., are not good officers 215
Ponca Agency, Okla., efficiency ol
Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., render good service 244
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., efficient 462
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., not very efficient 405
San Carlos Agency,' Ariz., very efficient service by 222
Seger Colony, Okla., very efficient 384
Shoghone Agency, Wyo., efficiency of 524
Siletz Agency, Oregon, help compose court 416
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., efficiency of
Tongue River Agency, Mont., efficiency of 303
Tulalip Agency, Wash., number of 504
Umatilla Agency, Oregon, not very steady 420
Union Agency, Ind. T., efficiency of 258
Western Shoshone Agency, Nev., efficiency increasing 325
White Earth Agency, Minn., quite efficient 277
Yakima Agency, Wash., salary too small 509
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., duties of 472,476
Polygamy greatest obstacle to education 623
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, practice decreasing 241
number of Indian men living in, table 784-801
San Carlos Agency, Ariz., not increasing at 220
Ponca, Pawnee, Otoe, and Oakland Agency, Okla., report of U. S. Indian agent of 392
Subagency, S. Dak., report of 315, 395
Poncas, statistics concerning 790,794,806,810
Poosepatuck Indians, New York, fragments of tribe 342
Population, Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak 350
of Indian tribes, table 784-801
Omaha and Winnebago Agency, Nebr 304
Pottawatomie, etc., Agency, Kans 269
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak 460
Shoshone Agency, Wyo 523Warm Springs Agency, Oregon 422
(See Census.)
Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency, Kans., report of U.S.Indian Agent of 269
Pottawatomies, Citizen, in Kansas, payments to be made near their homes 727
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report relating to 402
Prairie Band of, report relating to 209
statistics concerning 788, 794, 800, 804, 810
Potter Valley Indians, Round Valley, Cal., census of 226
statistics concerning 784, 802
Power, N. J., superintendent St. Ann's contract school, Tulalip Agency, Wash . , report of 507
Pratt, Capt. R. H., U. S. Army, superintendent Carlisle School, annual report of 690
Proclamation, Presidential, opening Cheyenne and Arapaho Reservation 730
Crow Reservation 732
Lake Traverse Reservation 728
J roposals received for supplies for Indian service 971-1268
Pueblo and Jicarilla Agency, N. Mex. , report of U. S. Indian agent of 333
Pueblos, civil status of f 540
conservatism and degradation of ....... 539-559
difficulty of securing pupils from 43
gross religious fetichism and rites of ... 548
history and customs of 527
houses of 530
Mexican environment of 543
Moquis. (See Moquis.)
not ready for citizenship 560
political and social organization of ... 55]
population of 52g
statistics concerning
"
790 808
*aken
_
fr
.
on
} Albuquerque school by habeas" corpus! !".".".".".!."."."] '.'.'.".'.'.
'
165
title of, to lands
white governors of ".
Pnpils at nonreservation schools, from Yankton Agency! S.Dak'.".".".".*; "."."."." 478
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Pupils, cost of support of, not to exceed $200 per annum ....................................... TJJ
more easily secured than formerly ................................................ ..... 668
recommended for transfer in third supervisor district ..................... . ........... 638
(See Education and Schools.)
Puyallup Agency, Wash., report of agent Edwin Eells ............. . ................... ....... 498
commission report of, received ....................................................... 77
Indians retrograding in industry ............... . .................................... 498
statistics concerning ........................................................ 798, 814
Reserve, removal of restriction of alienation of portion of ........ ................... 77
unoccupied part of, should be sold .......................................... 498
Pyramid Lake reservation, negotiations for reduction of .................. _......... . ......... 74
Q.
Quapaw Agency, I. T., report of U. S. Indian agent of ......................................... 243
Quapaws, statistics concerning ................................................................ 786, 804
Queets, statistics concerning................................................................... 798, 814
Quillehutes, many have entered homesteads .................................................... 495
statistics concerning .............................................................. 798, 814
Quinaielts, want their lands surveyed ......................................................... 502
have poor reservation and are decreasing ........................................... 500
statistics concerning ............................................................... 798,814
R.
Railway, Bayfield Harbor and Great "Western, right of way for, across Red Cliff reserve ...... 106
Transfer, payment for right of way through Red Cliff reserve .............. Ill
Big Horn Southern, right of way for, through Crow reserve ......................... 112
Chicago, Milwaukee and St. PauJ, extension of time for running across Sioux reserve 109
Rock Island and Pacific, completes payments for right of way through In-
dian Territory and Oklahoma............................................. 109
Choctaw Coal and, Company, payment of annual tax by ........................ . .....
companies running roads through Indian reserves, conditions to he complied with by 113
Denison and Northern, right of way for, through Indian Territory .................. 107, 723
Duluth and Winnipeg, pays for damages on the Fond du Lac reserve ...............
Gainesville, Oklahoma and Gulf, right of way for, through Indian Territory ......... 108
Great Northern, has not filed map of location through Blackfeet reserve ............
Gulf, Colorado and Santa Fe, lands for station for, in Indian Territory ...............
Hutchinson and Southern, right of way for. through Indian Territory ............... 107, 709
J amestown and Northern, right of way for, through Devil's Lake reserve ...........
Kansas and Arkansas V alley, payments by, for right of way through Cherokee re-
861*VC - .........-.-.....-..--.---.-.--.---*--------- Ill
Kansas City and Pacific, right of way for, through Indian Territory and Oklahoma. . 108
Leavenworth, Pawnee and Western, payment by, to Delawares for damages .........
Marinette and Western, right of way for, through the Menoinonee reserve .......... 107,7%
Midland Pacific, right of way for, through Crow Creek reserve, .....................
Northern Pacific, right of way for, through Puyallup reserve........................Y akama reserve .............. ..... .....
Pan-American Transportation Company, right of way for, through Indian Territory.
Southern Kansas, payment for right of way through Cherokee outlet ................
Spokane and Palouse, right of way for, through Nez Perc6 reserve.............. . - - -
Watertown, Sioux City and Duluth, right of way for, through Sisseton and Wahpe-
ton reserve ........ . ............................................................... X
Railways across Indian reservations ........... - ............................................... *Y?
through New York reservations ............ .........................................
Rainfall, Neah Bay reserve ............................................................
......
Rations, cash payments substituted for ........... ... . ......... --.----
Crow Creek and Lower Brul6 Agency. S. Dak ., amount issued at ....................
earlv legislation concerning issue of, to Indians ......................................
-*
issuance of, at substations a great improvement ......................................
-
issued to Sioux shall not exceed n umber of Indians ......................
'
..........
letter of Commissioner Indian Affairs in regard to continuance of ...................
*
per' cent of Indian subsistence obtained by, table ..... .............
................... < *-"
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., new stations lor issue ol, established ...................
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., decrease of, recommended ..........................
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., amount issued ............................................
Raymond, Mary E., field matron at Navajo Agency ........................
- -
7g4JAr
Read, number of Indians who can, table. . .
Reading matter furnished g^'^^^^
room should be established at each school ........................................
Records of Indian Office legalized.. ....................................
'
612
Recruitin"1 pupils for Indian schools ...............................
......
Red Lake Chippewas. (See Chippewas.) 876
reserve, executive order adding to..... ...............................
Redwood Indians, Round Vallry, Cal., census of ............................ !! 784.S
statistics concerning ............ -- ...............................
Religious and moral training at Hampton, methods of
........... - ...........
i>06
services among Mojayes, peculiarities ot ...............
...............
ggg
contributions by for Indian education and
lands set apart for.on Indian reservations .... ...... vy-i"'
money appropriated by Government for schools carried
on by
Renting lands an evil to Indians ...... . ..... :::"*" .........................
Renville, Gabriel, chief of Sisseton Indians, death of
.............................
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Roau-
Reservations, areas of, tribes occupying, authority for, etc., table
executive wders relating to ................................ ......................
negotiations for reduction of ............ - .............
- -
- - ......................
lleturned students, Crow Creek aad Lower Brule, S. Dak., poor record ot
............... ....... 437
fine record of many ........................................................ 587, t>09
helpful in favor of education ...............................................
persecution of, among Pueblos .............................................
Pima, ambitious............................................................
Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., good record of................................ 456, 642
Pueblo Agency, N. M., unfavorable report on ..............................
record of aa kept at Hampton .......... ............... - .................... 706
should have " post graduate" course in industrial work ...................
Rhodes, Hinman, U. S. Indian agent, Mescalero Agency, N. Mex., report of...................
Ricli Wellington, superintendent Phoenix school, annual report ot .............................
Richardson, John W ., supervisor of education, report of ............ - .........................
in, Rev. Mr., missionary among Navajoes ............. ----- ............................... 210
s, Colville Reserve, many miles made and repaired by Indians ............................
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., good condition of ........................................ 296
Peck Agency, Mont., vrork on .......................................................... 299
Eoopa Valley Agency, Cal., improvement of............................................
La Pointe Agency, Wis., necessity for .................................................
Nevada Agency. Nev., success of work on .............................................. 322
on Indian reservations, rules for opening and improving ............................... 93
Southern Ute Agency, Colo., work performed by Indians on ............................ 232
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., work done on ......................................... 363
Tulalip Agency, Wash., work done by Indians on ...................................... 505
Umatilla Agency, Oregon, number of miles made....................................... 420
Western Shosho'ne Agency, Nev., work done on ........................................ 325
work of Indians on, table .............. ....... ..... ........ .... ........................ 802-817
."."."."."".""."." 378
i., report of..... 511
Robertson, John H., U. S. Indian agent, Pueblo and Jicarilla Agency, Nl Mex., report of ....... 333
Robinson, Charles H., superintendent Blackfeet boarding school, Mont. , report of............. 282
Robinson, Charles W., superintendent Ponca boarding school, Okla., report of ................ 395
Ronan, Peter, U. S. Indian agent, Flathead Agency, Mont., report of ........................... 291
Rosebud and Pine Ridge boundary question, settlement of.................................... 127
Agency, S. Dak., report of U. S. Indian agent of ..................................... 459
Ross, J. E., superintendent of Sac and Fox of Mississippi boarding school, Okla., report of. . .'. 407
Round Valley Agency, Cal., report of 17. S.Indian agent of.................................... 226
commission, settlement of difficultiesT>y........................................ 77
Indians, statistics concerning................................................... 784, 802
Runaways, quite numerous. Blackfeet boarding school, Mont .................................. 283
Runnalls, H. A., physician, Neah Bay, report of ............................................... 496
Rust, Horatio N., U. S. Indian agent, Mission Agency, Cal., report of ......................... 225
S.
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, report of U. S. Indian agent of.................................... 264
Okla., report of U. S. Indian agent of.................................... 402
in Iowa, purchase of lauds by .................................................... 129
school building for ...................................................... 721
of Missouri, Pottawatomie, etc., agency, report relating to........................ 269
statistics concerning ................................................. 788,804
statistics concerning ..................................................... 786,794,804,810
Salem school, Oregon, buildings greatly improved....... . ..................................... 636
description of and title to site........................................... 891
report of Superintendent C. W. Wasson ................................. 689
Salt River Reservation, size and location of ................................................... 213
Sampson, F. T., snpcrindendent Sinemasho school, Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report of. 424San Carlos Agency, Ariz., report of agent of .................... ................. ..... . ....... 219
Sanitary condition Albuquerque school as good as possible without drainage ................. 681, 682
Arapaho boarding school, Okla., more sickness than usual ................. 381
Colorado River Indians, Ariz .............................................. 206
Crow Agency, Mont., very good ........................................... 288
Fort Lewis school excellent ........................... ......... 660
Grand Junction school not good ........................................... 658
Hoopa Indians, California ................................................. 228
Navajo Indians comparatively good ____ 209
Nevada school excellent...................
Pierre school grounds good................. '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ........... 692Quanaw Agency, Ind. T., good ............... 244
Quillehute village deplorable ........................... ...... 497
Southern Ute Indians, Colorado, fairly good 232
(See Disease and Health.)San Puells, condition of ...................... . ........ 437 493
statistics concerning ____
Santa Fe school, description of and title to site! "III"! 886
report of Superintendent Samuel M. Cart 682Santee Agency, Nebr., report of TJ. S. Indian agent of <oSan Xavier reservation, size and location of . .T
226
ck Agency, Mont., report of ...................... 297
bands. (See Brass band.)
administration of. difficulties ... fi1 n
Albuquerque. (See Albuquerque.)
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among Sionx, appropriation for ........................................................... 720
Apaches need more ........................................................................ 571
appropriations for ......................................................................... 39
attendance, compulsory. (See Compulsory attendance.)
difficulties in maintaining ...................................................... 612
instructions to agents concerning .............................................. 170
irregularity of, greatest evil.................................. f ..... . ........... G2o
shown hy tables .......................................... ......................
Boarding, Absentee"Shawnee, Okla., well arranged ......................................... 404
Arapaho, description of, and title to site ............................. .. ........... 889
report of superintendent of .......................................... .'. 380
Blackfeet agency, Mont., has never been full ....................................
report of superintendent of............................
running smoothly at end of year....................... 626
Chehalia, graduated pupils from grammar grade ................................. 499
instruction i farm and dairy excellent ................................ 634
report of Supt. Andrew H. V'iels ....................................... 503
Cheyenne, Okla., description of and title to site .................................
report of superintendent of.................................
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., not well attended ........................
Cheyennes and Arapahoes~need one more ........................................ 640
Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., good work done hy ............................
Citizen Pottawatomie, site chosen for............................................ 637'X4j
Colorado River, Ariz., kindergarten work at.....................................
no difficulty in tilling ........................... ..........
report of superintendent of...............................
should be enlarged .......................................
Crow, Mont., enlarged, good farm work .......................................
report of superintendent of ........................................
Crow Creek, S. Dak., made great progress ........................................ 440l ?~
report of superintendent of................................. 45W
Eastern Cherokee, N. 0., industries taught ....................
Fort Belkuap Agency, Mont., progress of.........
has poor water supply ............................
report of superintendent of........................
Fort Peck Agency, Mont., prior to lire of first rank ..............................
report of superintendent of.........
Fort Sill, Okla., report of superintendent of. . .
Tort Spokane should be used for .....
Grand Roude. Oregon, enrollment equal to capacity ..............................
progress made ............................................ **"
Hoopa Valley, Fort Gaston converted into ......... . -- ..................... 'SXj:
Iowa and Sac and Fox of Missoiiri, report of superintendent .....................
Kaw, gives ample facilities to tribe ..............................................
Kickapoo, should be enlarged ....................................................
Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla.. sufficient for all children .............................
Klamath, Oregon, 'in excellent condition .........................................
report of superintendent of ................................... **
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, not sufficiently largo ...... . ...............................
report of superintendent of ...............................
Lower Brul6, S. Dak., evening sessions a special feature ..................
good condition of .........................................
report of superintendent of................................ T?
Menomonee, Green Bay Agency, Wis,, equipment of .....................
Mescalero, advancement of pupils .............................................
filled by Agent Rhodes.... .................................
report of superintendent of ............................ jgj
Mexican Kickapoos need... 5g6
Moquis, another, needed ....... - ................... 210
Navajo Agency, Ariz., condition ot .................... 496
Ifeah Bay, excellent ................ - - - - ...................... 635
has all of school age enrolled ............................ 497
report of superintendent of ................... g^
needed at Lummi ........................ .- ---- - - - - - - .................
!Nez Perce Agency, Idaho, report of superintendent ot
....................
success of..................... - ...................
Ogallala, Pine Ridge Agency, report of superintendent
of. . -
30? ^
Omaha, Nebr . , excellently managed . . '3^
report of superintendent ot ................. g^y
Osage Agexicy, ample for needs of tribe
......................... g^^
good results .................................... 399
Otoe, Okla., poor location of. . - 401
report of supenn tendent of ....................... 400
ondairy ................................. ""[ 568,573
Papagoes should have ....... - ---- - 216
Pima Ariz., report of superintendent ot ......... . ...... 214
supernenen o ..................
Pottawatomie, etc., Agency, Kans., account of
. -
'
; ; 534
Puyallup, in fine
-
'to''
PyramidL, Nevada Agency,
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boarding, Quapaw, operated to full capacity
report of superintendent
246
Quinaielt, doing excellent work j>*
report of Supt. E. W. Agar ..
Riverside, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report of superintendent of
Rainy Mountain, Kiowa Reserve, description of, and title to site
Red Lake, Minn., report of superintendent of - 278
Round Valley, California, well located
Sac and Fox, Oklahoma, new buildings given by Indians 404
report of superintendent
San Carlos Agency, Ariz., in good order 221
report of superintendent of
Santee Agency, Nebr., good work at
report of superintendent
well equipped, except as to outbuildings
Seger Colony, Okla., report of superintendent of
Seneca, Sbawnee, and Wyandotte, report ot superintendent of
Shoshone Agency, Wyo., good work.of.
little progress made, buildings unfit
Agency, Wyo., report of superintendent of
should be given 'Pit River Indians, California
Siletz, Oregon, full to its capacity 634
report of superintendent of 41 /
Sinemasho, Warm Springs, Oregon, report of superintendent of 424
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak., work at - - 470
report of superintendent ot 471
S'Kokomish, efficient in all departments
graduated pupils from grammar grade 499
report of Supt. R. S. Graham 501
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., agricultural and industrial
need additional teachers 628
-
report of superintendent of
Tonasket, location of, should be changed 490, OH5
should be bonded - 490
Tunesassa N. Y., supported by Friends
TJmatilla Agency, Oregon, difficulty in filling 418
has enrollment of 72 634
report of superintendent
*Warm Springs, Oregon, new buildings needed 634
good attendance , 423
report of superintendent of 425
Western Shoshone Agency, Nev., good attendance at . ,
report of superintendent of
White Earth Agency, Minn., report of superintendent of 277
statistics of 276
Winnebago, Nebr., buildings destroyed by fire 305, 607
report of superintendent 309
Yainax, Oregon, one of best in country 412
overci'owded . 634
Takima Agency, Wash., attendance doubled 509
report of superintendent of 511
should be enlarged 635
Yankton, has good standing 474, 628
report of superintendent of 479
Zufii, Government should establi sh a 538
hooks and supplies, proposals received and contracts awarded for 1190
building, Arapaho school needs a new 640
buildings, Arapaho, remodeled 380
Blackfeet, newly erected 282,626
capacity of, table 766-783
Carson, extensive additions to 677
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., newly erected
extensive repairs of 381
Chilocco, history and description of 671, 673
needs laundry 675
Colorado River, Arizona, newly erected 205
cost of restricted 37
Crow Agency, Mont., new dormitory 289
Crow Creek, S. Dak., hospital built , 440
day, finished for Oreibas 586
for assembly room furnished Klamath school ; boys' dormitory needed 634
Fort Lapwai, for dining room and dormitory urgently needed 635, 664
Fort Lewis, ample for 500 pupils 660
Fort Peck Agency, Mont., burned ; new ones needed ... 298
Fort Yuma, burned 656
Genoa, fine new chapel and dormitory 674
number erecteu 676
Grand Junction, excellent, brick 658
needed for recitations, hospital, and commissary 659Grand Ronde, boys' dormitory and barn sadly needed 634
Haskell Institute, for employee and assembly room needed 665
injured by windstorm 664
improvement in '. 603
Kickapoo, old and dilapidated "."."."."."."."!"."".".".!!".".".".".'.'.".""" 640
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, new ones needed at . . 240
Lower Brule, old and poor 628
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buildings, Mescalero, poor and badly arranged ....................... ^t r
JSTeah Bay, old, poor, and overcrowded : new needed Ktr
needed at Santee
.................................
Yankton for audience room ......
new, St. Xavier school, Crow Reserve ..............
K"ez Perc6 Agency school, description of........ '.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'. rix
Ouray. three brick, being erected ..................... 4 ,',;
Pawnee, boys' work upon .......................... '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.' 694
Phoenix, new, commodious, and comfortable .........
Pierre, description of............................... ........... 69"'
Puyallup, mostly new, well planned, and sufficient '. '. '.
Quapaw, new, needed for dormitory and school rooms 640
newly erected ..................................... 246
Quinaielt, extensively repaired ................................ '.'.'.'.'. 502
old and poor; new dormitory needed ............. 634
Sac and Fox, of Iowa, appropriation for ................... ......"""] 721
Missouri, new ones being erected ................... 408
Santa F6 school needs many ................................................ 683
Shoshone
.Agency, Wyo., new onea erected ................... ........ .. 522 629
Siletz, fair, new dormitory needed .............................................. 634
S'Kokomish school needs new dormitory for boys ... (534
St. Peter's, Mont., fine stone ....................................... ".".".".". """."."."".". 629
Uintah Agency, new and commodious ........................................ ."." 483
TJmatilla, new class room, completes the fine plant .................... ....... 4\$. 422, 6S4
"Warm Springs and Sinemasho schools, new, greatly needed .................... 634
Winnebago, burned ............................... .' ..................... ........ 305, 607Y ainax school needs new, for dormitory ................ ........................ 634
Yakima, girls' nearly new, boys' little value ....................... 735
Carlisle. (See Carlisle school.)
Carson, Nev. (See Carson school.)
Cherokee, Ind. T.., report on ............................................................... 254
N. C., superintendent of, to act as agent ......................................... 9, 718
children of allottees not to be excluded from ............................................... 722
Chilocco. (See Chilocco school.)
Chickasaw, Ind. T. , report on .............................................................. 254
Choctaw, Ind. T., report on ................................................................. 255
conference ................................................................................. 48
contract, as well managed as Government schools .......................................... 619
do not do as good work as Government schools ............ ....................... 644
location, attendance, and cost to Government .................................... 780-783
money appropriated for .......................................................... 56
New Mexico, should be improved ................................................ 538
policy of, unwise, discarded by some societies ................................... 56, 57
should be compelled to follow course of study.................................... 645
system of, should be abolished ........................................ ........... 598
boarding, Blackfeet reserve, Mont. , good work done by ........................... 281
very complete ................................ 626
Colville and Coeur d'Alene, well managed, facilities ample ............ 489
Crow, Moiit., report of superintendent of . . : ............................ 390
Crow Creek, S. L>ak., remarkable work of............................... 441
Fort Belknap, well managed ........................................... 296, C25
Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak., attendance at .........................
Goodwill Sisseton Agency, S. Dak., efficiency of ....................... 470
Grace Mission, Crow Creek, S. Dak., commendable work of............ 440, 628
Hope, Springfield, Dak., a model little school ........................... 627
La Pointe Agency, Wis., number and location of ....................... 578
Immaculate Conception, Crow Creek, outfit very complete ...........
Menomonee Reservation, Wis., capacity of..............................
Meunonite Mission, Okla., comparatively poor attendance ............
Montana industrial, Crow Reserve, a model school.................
Omaha, attendance small ............................... ................
well conducted .................................................
Osage Agency, Okla., well attended ....................................
Santee normal training, one of oldest and best .........................
report of superintendent ...............
St. Ann's Tulalip Agency, Washington, report of superintendent of... .
St. Benedict's, benefit of................................................ 404
St. Elizabeth's, Standing Rock, has made a good start ..................
St. Francis, Rosebud, S. Dak., good work of ........................... 463
report of superintendent of .............
St. Ignatius, Flathead Reserve, of high order ..........
St. Paul's, Yankton, well conducted.........................
St. Peter's, Montana, schoolroom and industrial work, superior ........
St. Stephen's, Shoshone, not a success yet ...........................
St. Xavier's, Crow, Mont., extensively enlarged ........................
report of superintendent of .................
Tongue River, Mont., poorly attended .................................. j|2
Tucson, Ariz., excellent work at ....................................... **S2
Turtle Mountain Reservation, N. Dak., attendance at ..................
White Earth Agency, Minn., statistics of ..........................
'
-
:'"
cost of to Governmen t and other parties, table......................................... w
Creek, Ind. Ter., report on .........................................................
Crow Creek, S. Dak., best facilities in country......................................ew'eii 615 703
discipline ...................................................................
employes. (See Employes.) M7 -/,.
day, additional should be furnished Pueblos .......................................
I
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day" Big Pine, Cal., Indians have erected buildings
for
'
Bishop, Cal., should be enlarged ---------
Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., good attendance
at
Crow Creek, S. Dak., attendance poor 44U
D^fvin'^Hawk's Camp,' Lower Bride, S. Dak, , success moderate 445
Eastern Cherokee Agency, N. C., number of
Flandreau, S. Dak,, attendance good jjirf
good work done by "^*
Government, list of - **
Green Bay Agency, Wis., number of old
have a hard struggle to get along
Hoopa Valley, Cal., not very successful ^
Jamestown and Port Gamble, Wash., doing good work
Wash., has 25 pupils 500
La Pointe Agency, Wash., number and location of
Lumuii, Tulalip Agency, Wash., good attendance at 506
report of teacher 506
Lower Brule not a success : 628
Mission Agency, Cal., in satisfactory working order 225
needed at Upper Lake, Cal., where Indians are erecting building
New York Agency, N.Y., supported by State
Oakland Subagency, Okla., attendance good
private,maintained at Usage Agency, Okla
Pine Ridge, S. Dak., report of teacher of
' 458
Ponca, Nebr., report of superintendent of
small attendance
Port Gamble, Wash. , has 25 pupils
Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., in good condition
Quillehute, epidemics reduce attendance 496
has enrollment of 52 .*- 635
Rosebud, S. Dak., report of teacher of 465
good attendance at 463
Sac and Fox Agency, Iowa, not well attended 265
should be opened in each pueblo 646
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., surprisingly good 364, 628
Tongue Tliver Agency, Mont., results unsatisfactory 302
Turtle Mountain Reservation, N. Dak., attendance at 353
Ukiah, Cal., well attended, doing excellent work 633
Wadsworth, Nev., improvement in .* 321
and Walker River 635,636
White River, Lower Brule, S. Dak., attendance poor 445
farm, Arapaho. poor 380
crops raised on, table 766-783
Crow, very large 289
Cheyenne. Okla., amount of crops 382
Sac and Fox, Miss., excellent 408
Santee, Nebr., very good 317
White Earth, furnishes abundance of vegetables 622
Yankton, fine 628
Fort Hall. (See Fort Hall school.)
Fort Lapwai. (See Fort Lapwai school.)
Fort Lewis. (See Fort Lewis school.)
Fort Mojave. (See Fort Mojave school.)
Fort Stevenson. (See Fort Stevenson school.)
Fort Totten. (See Fort Totten school.)
Fort Yuma, Cal. (See Fort Yuma school.)
Genoa. (See Genoa school.)
Government, opposition to, by Catholic priests in New Mexico 161
Grand Junction. (See Grand Junction school.)
Hampton. (See Hampton.)
improvement in 51, 603
in New Mexico, date of establishing,'attendance, etc 532-536
Keam's Canon. (Se Keam's Canon.)
large, preferred to small schools 625
Lawrence, Kans. (See Haskell Institute.)
mission among five civilized tribes, Indian Territory, report on 256
Anadarko, Okla., good work of 389
boarding, St. John's, Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., good work of 429
St. Mary's, Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., report of principal of 467
well conducted 463
St. Paul s, Yankton agency, S. DaK., report of principal of 480Umatilla Agency, Oregon, well attended 419
day, Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak., attendance at ... 357
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., excellent work 475
Mount Pleasant. (See Mount Pleasant sdiool!)
"
New Mexico, Indians attending 535
nonreservation boarding, location and value of 48, 49
industrial training in. . . 50
none among Jicarilla, Apaches or Southern (Jtes . . 645
opposition to putting children in
'
150 170 584
Pawnee, report of Sm>t. T. W. Conway . . .
Perris.Cal. (See Perris school.)
*
Pierre, S. Dak. (See Pierre school.)
' Phoenix school.)
(See Pipestone school.)
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population and attendance of Arizona Indians
-, ;
-
none for Pueblos to attend
Pueblo, difficulty of securing pupils for
reform, cost of, comparative statement
*
jftiS
reservation, special advantages of . .
"
".& "roo AQ o
Salem, Oregon, (See Salem School.
Santa F6, H". Mex. (See Santa Fe school.)
sectarian, action of religious denominations refusing Government aid for 177
Seminole, I. T., report on ?.... >>w
should be managed by bonded superintendents ... 6<>1 <m
sites, description of and titles to
"
o~a a<
land purchased for .."."
St. Catherine, failure to comply with requirements of contract
statistics as to, table
" "
766-73
Superintendents, burdensome duties of
.........!!..."!!"!."] 611
may be put in charge of agencies g
should be bonded
"
$%! 639
Superintendent of. (See Superintendent.)
Tomah, Wis. (See. Tomah school.)
tramps made by allowing pupils to change schools frequentlv 667
Turtle Mountain Reservation,K Dak., interest in . ...'.'.".'.
visitors, appointment of '.'.........'..
'
59 183
Mescalero Agency, IST. Mex., well pleased . .
(See Education and Pupils.)
Scott, J. A., TJ. S. Indian agent, Pottawatomie and Great Nemaha Agency, Kans., report of. . 269
Seal for Indian Office authorized 133_ 733
Seger Colony, Okla., opening of reservation lands of
'
333
Seger, John H., superintendent of Seger Colony boarding school, Okla., report of '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.['.'. 383
Seminoles, report relating to ^ .- . . 247
statistics concerning !.. 706, 800, 804
Seneca Indians, N. Y., constitution of 75J 1 752
report relating to '338
Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., census f 243
statistics concerning 786, 790, 808
Settlers, Nevada Agency, Nev., notices served on . 321
on Jicarilla Apache Reservation ; 336
Tongue River Reservation, Mont., inadvisability of 303
(See Trespass.)
Shakers, society of, among Indians 499
Shawnees, Absentee, Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., report relating to 402
claims against Cherokee Nation referred to Court of Claims 717
Eastern, Quapaw Agency, Ind. T., census of 243
statistics concerning 786, 804
forty-four entitled to share in $75, 000 122
statistics concerning 794, 810
Sheep-raising among Jicarilla Apaches recommended.. 337
Pine Ridge reserve, S. Dak., adapted to 455
Shelland, J. C., superintendent of Sisseton boarding-school, S. Dak., report of 471
Shinnecock Indians, New York, fragments of tribes 342
Shipley, David L., TJ. S. Indian agent at Navajo agency, report of
Shoshone Agency, "Wyo., report of TL S. Indian agent of 521
Shoshones, commission to negotiate with 74, 720
statistics concerning 786, 790, 800, 804, 808,816
Shuler, B. P., TJ. S. Indian agent, "White Earth Agency, Minn., report of
Sierra Bonita Cattle Co., San Carlos Agency, Ariz., lease of
Siletz Agency, Oregon, report of TJ. S. Indian agentof 414
Commission, authority for
Indians, statistics concerning. 794,815
Simons, A. O , TJ. S. Indian agent, Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., report of
Sinnott, P. B., to refund payment to
Sioux, appropriation for purchase of subsistence for
depredation claims, settlement of
establishment of sub-issue stations among 719
Flandreau. (See Flandreau.)
Fort Peck Agency, Mont., report relating to
Pine Ridge, employment of attorneys for
rations issued to, must not exceed number of Indians 720
reservations, grazing industry will be facilitated by artesian wells
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., report relating to
Standing Rock Agency, N. Dak., report relating to wi i i H
statistics concerning <8, /90.791., <94,80tj,io,M
women are constantlyimproving
Yankton Agency, S. Dak., report relating to
Sisseton Agency, S. Dak..report of TJ. S.Indian agentof
and Wahpeton reserve, disposition of lands in *
proclamation opening, to settlement '
S'Klallams are farmers and citizens J}
statistics concerning '?
S'Kokomish Indians, condition of
J
statistics concerning tna
Smallpox, two cases of, at Carson school -
Smith, John E., superintendent Ponca day school, S. Dak., report of , 9J
Snakes, statistics concerning
Soldiers, Indian, enlistment of, among Colville Indiana..
*
Nez Perc Agency, Idaho, enlistment i
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an use of liquor by....
10
*'f^
Vsiiikion Agency, S. Dak., enlistment of ;-;: ;-'"\ v-y
Sondere er Beatrice A., superintendent of Standing Bock Agency boarding .school, report of.
Southern lite Agency, Colo., report of Agent Bartholomew
231
""ranees C readin < T matter i urmshed by w, o
r A A superintenden't contract boarding school, Crow Agency, Mont., report of 290
>Peiier' Andrew, acting U. S. Indian agent, Eastern
Cherokee Agency, N. C., report of 348
Spokanes, agreement with --------- 487493
number and condition of -. -- * : ioi'iw n^nA
removal of, to Coeur d'Alene Reservation 129. 492, 720, 743
statistics concerning - - - /,;; yo ' ' ' ?;
Snray H W refusal of, to surrender school property among Eastern Cherokees
Squawkson Indians, live by oystering and logging
49!)
St. Regis Indians, N. Y., report relating to ^
statistics concerning / 92, 80*
Standing Bock Agency, N. Dak., report of U. S. Indian agent of.
Sh-dl George U. -S. Indian agent, Blackfeet Agency, Mont., report of
Stevenson, W. J., physician, Omaha, etc., Agency, Nebr,. report of
Stewart John W., superintendent Pima boarding school, report of
Stockbridges, Green Bay Agency, Wisi, report relating to
512
statistics concerning 798, 81b
Stock cattle and mares, issue of, to Indians -
Chilocco school, suffered during winter, now in good condition
Crow Agency, Mont., in good condition 285
issued to Indians at Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak 351
owned by Indians, table - 802-817
rules to be observed in issuing to Indians -
Seger Colony, Okla., in good condition ,
Stock-raising, Blackfeet Agency, Mont., principal industry 279
Cheyenne Biver reserve, S. Dak., adapted for 427
Crow Creek and Lower Brul6 Agency, S. Dak., most profitable industry 433
Fort Belknap Agency, Mont., special aptitude of Indians for 295
Fort Berthold Agency, N. Dak., rules relating to 356
Kiowa,etc., Agency, 'Okla., principal industry 386
Pine Bidge Agency, S. Dak., leading industry 453
Pottawatomie, etc., Agency, Kans., land adapted for
Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., principal industry 461
Southern Ute Indians, Colorado, principal pursuit of 232
Standing Bock reserve, N. Dak., adapted for 361
Students, returned. (See Returned students.)
Subissue stations, establishment of, among Sioux 719
Subsistence of Indians, sources of, table 784-801
Supai Indians, habits and condition of 575
report of John F. Gaddis, farmer among 650
report of S. M. McCowan on 649
statistics concerning 784
Superintendences, Indian, original establishment of
Superintendent of Indian schools, report of 526
valuable services of
Superintendents of Indian affairs, early duties of 20
Superstitions of Indians 614
Supervisor District" No. 2, statistics of schools in 631
Supervisors of education, duties of 624
reports of 619
Supplies for Indian service, contracts awarded for 971
purchased for Indians, improvement in q uality of 139
Supreme court, Michigan, decision of, regarding taxation of certain Indians 756
United States, decision of on validity of Indian conveyances 741
Sutton, J. C.., physician, Sac and Fox Agency, Okla.,'report of .' 406
Swinomish Indians, report relating to 503
statistics concerning 798, 814
T.
Taxation of certain Indians, decision of supreme court of Michigan on 756
Indians should be remedied ; 251
Taxes, funds of Eastern Cherokees to be used for paying 726
Tenino
'Indians, report relating to ; 421!
statistics concerning 794, 812
Test, Elizabeth, field matron Mexican Kickapoos, Oklahoma, report of 406
Thomas Orphan Asylum, New York, supported by State 343
Thornton, C. C., U. S. Indian agent, Tulalip Agency, Wash., report of 503
Timber, Crow Creek and Lower Brule Agency, S. Dak., limited amount of 434
cutting of green, on Indian allotments, for sale only, unlawful 756
depredations, Fond du Lac Chippewas' compromise of suit 72)
on Indian reservations 82
Eastern Cherokee Agency, N. C., source of revenue 348
Klamath Agency, Oregon, large quantities of 411
Lemhi Agency, Idaho, Indians employed in cutting and hauling 240Menomonee Reservation. Wis., large amount of 513
(See Logging and Lumber.)
Tobacco, excessive use of, by Indians 437
Toraah school, Wisconsin, description of and title to site 60, 897lonawanda Reservation, New York Agency, N. Y., report on 340
Tongue River Agency, Monfc? report of U. S. Indian agent of 301lonkawa Beservation, agreement ceding to United States 79
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Tonkawas, Oakland Subagency, Okla., report relating to 397
statistics concerning 794,810
Towaconies, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report relating to 385
statistics concerning 792, 810
Trade, Indian, licensed, system of, ceases when reservation land are allotted 105
Trades, mechanical, Santee Agency, Nebr., progress made in 314
Traders, Crow Agency, Mont., names of 287
licensed, origin of system of 15,16
posts, Pima A gency, Arii., number of 215
Union Agency, Ind. T., number of 257
Transfer of pupils to nonreservation schools awakens ambition 666, 667
Transportation by Indians, amount of. (See Freighting.) 217
Treaties, fulfillment of, with Crow Creek Sioux, S. Dak., urged 443
with Indians, early legislation providing for 14
Trees, donated to Haskell Institute 668
fruit, distributed among Utes 484
doing well on Ouray reserve '. 486
Supai Indians have abundance of . 650, 652
nursery for, started at Chilocco - 672
Treon, Fred., physician Crow Creek Agency, S. Dak., report of 448
Trespass upon Indian lands, Union Agency, Ind. T 252
by whites upon lands of Colville reserve before opening 488
on Indian lands, Cheyenne River Agency, S. Dak., complaints of 431
(See Depredations and Settlers.)
Tribal government by Indians not interfered with by early legislation
relations, destruction of by citizenship
Trust funds, Indian, statement of, tables 760-76
lands, receipts and disbursements from sales of
Tulalip Agency, Wash., opposition encountered in sending pupils away to school
report of Indian agent of
Indians, statistics concerning '. 798, 814
Tule River Indians, report concerning
statistics concerning. 784, 801
Tully, John, U. S. Indian agent, Tongue River Agency, Mont. , report of 301
Turtle Mountain Chippewas. (See Chippewas.)
reserve, if. Dak., commission authorized to visit
report of farmer at . . . f
Tuscaroras, New York Agency, N. Y., report relating to 33
statistics concerning 7y<J,8Ul:
TJ.
Uintah Agency, Utah, report of Agent Robert Waugh 482
Ukies and Wylackies, Round Valley Agency, Cal., census of 2
statistics concerning 7b*>
Umatilla Agency, Oregon, report of U. S. Indian agent of.
418
reserve, appropriation for sale and allotment of 721
Reservation, irrigation prospects on -
Umatillas, statistics concerning 'oi.
Union Agency, Ind. T., report of U. S. Indian agent at **|
Utes, Southern, report concerning...-- imma, an9 HI
statistics concerning , 786,796,802,814
Uintah and White River, condition and progress of
Uncompahgre, condition of
V.
Vermillion Lake Chippewas. (See Chippewas.)
Viels, Andrew H., superintendent Chehalis school, report of
50
Visitors, school, appointment of
-jia
Visits paid bv Indians detrimental to them.... - --- *L
Vose, W. G., 'superintendent Western Shoshoue boarding school, Nevada, report
W.
Waco Indians, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla., report relating to
38
statistics concerning -- -----
Walker L C., superintendent of Siletz boarding school, Oregon, report ofW alia Wallas, Umatilla Agency, Oregon, report relating to * J
statistics concerning - - ; . . ,'
Warm Springs A gency, Oregon, report of U. S. Indian agent of
~
Indians, statistics concerning -- l\\
Warner, C. C., U. S. Indian agent, Nevada Agency, *ev., report
of
Wascoes, Warm Springs Agency, Oregon, report relating to . .
- - -
J^
statistics concerning ---
Wasson r C. W.. superintendent Salem school, report of
Water sirnplv Moqui Reservation, not sufficient onPPy
Navajo Reservation, Ari/,, obstacles to, increase
S'Kokomish school, should be improved
(See Artesian wells and Irrigation.)
Waters L. D., superintendent Otoe boarding school, Oklahoma, report
f...
Watson, Leslie, superintendent O^aha boarding school,
Neb
to_"J2Srt
f
of
' ' "
Waugh John H., U. S. Indian agent, Devil's Lake Agency, N. Dak., report
Waugh, Robert, agent Uintah Agency, report ot
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W.-lrli .T H., superintendent,'Lemhi Agency boarding school, Idaho, report
of 242
Wi-nat shiipam fishery, executive order setting apart lands tor 87b
"Western Slioshone Agency, Nov., report of U. S. Indian agent ot..
. - - - - - - - -
W^st fall George R., physician Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla,, report of 377
"Whisky, demoralizing Indian citizens .- *9a
drinking, Fort Hall Agency, Idaho, decreasing at 234
Indian soldiers being demoralized by 104, 489
Yakima Agency, Wash., cause of nearly all disturbance
Whisky-sellers prosecuted, number of, table" 784-801
punishment of, inadequate - 488
Whisky-selling, Blackfeet Agency, Mont., persons convicted for. 280
Cheyenne and Arapaho Agency, Okla., increase in '. 372
Klamath Agency, Oregon, uy whites 412
Nez Perce Agency, Idaho, white men convicted of 236
Sac and Fox Agency, Okla., increase in 405
Shoshone Agency, Wyo., to alarming extent 524
to Navajoes, white persons indicted for : 289
(See Beer and Liquors.)
White Kiver Indians, Lower Brule Agency, S. Dak., dissatisfaction of 446
removal to Rosebud Agency, S. Dak 44ti
White Earth Agency, Minn,, report of U. S. Indian agent of 275
White Mountain Apaches, separate agency recommended for
Whooping cough, epidemic of, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla 38H
Wichita*, Kiowa, etc., Agency, Okla..report relating to
statistics concerning 792, 810
Wichumni Indians, number of 786
Wicks, W. J., superintendent Hope School, Santee Agency, Nebr., report of. . . , 319
Wild West shows, bad effects of, on Indians 105
Williamson, John P., missionary, Pine Ridge Agency, S. Dak., report of 459
Willsey, Theo. F., TJ. S. Indian agent, Round Valley Agency, Cal., report of 226
Wilson, H. E., superintendent of Red Lake boarding school, Minn., report of. 278
Winnebagoes, Omaha; etc.. Agency, report relating to 304
statistics concerning
'
790,800,806
Women, Indian, improvement in outlook for , . 607
married to United States citizens, legal status of 35
Wood, D. J. M., U. S. Indian agent, Ponca, Pawnee, Otoe, and Oakland Agency, Okla., report of 392
Wood, E. D., superintendent Yankton Agency boarding school, S-. Dak.,report of 479
World's Fair, Indian Bureau exhibit at 61
Wright, J. George, U. S. Indian agent, Rosebud Agency, S. Dak., reporjb of 459
Wyandottes, Quapaw Agencv, Ind..T., census of 243
statistics concerning 786, 804
Wylackie and Ukie Indians, Round Valley, Cal., census of 226
statistics concerning 704, 802
Wyman, M. P., U. S. Indian agent, Crow Agency, Mont., report of 284
Y.
Yakama Agency, Wash., report of TJ. S. Indian agent of 507
reserve, executive order setting apart lands for fishery purposes 876
Yakamas, statistics concerning 798, 814
Yaukton Agency, S. Dak., report of TJ. S. Indian agent of 471
agents, list of i 477
commission, authority for '. 77
Yanktonnais Sioux, Fort Peck Agency, Mont., report relating to 297
Standing Rock Agency, S. Dak., report relating to 361
Yava Supai Indians. (See Supai) .
Young Men's Christian Association, organized at Hampton 705
Yumas, habits of 573
San Carlos, Arizona, land occupied by 219
slight improvement in 656
statistics concerning 784, 802
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